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1000 Coasters and Cloths

Sounds like an 80's girl band! This set of three 100% cotton frog dish towels and four frog coasters from the 

tropics of North Queensland, Australia, will brighten your kitchen and save your wooden table tops.

Kyle  Chadwick and Cynthia Rice,  Sally Dunkelberger

1001 Time to Get Frog'n Organized!

Determined to get the clutter contained in in your kid's room in 2018?  This is the item for you: an adorable extra 

large hanging toy storage unit from Bennet & Bradley and a collapsable storage box from Clever Creation.

James and Randi Reid

1002 Froggy Goes Camping

This adorable yet durable and warm lightweight sleeping bag, complete with backpack carry bag, will delight your 

lower schooler and be the perfect thing for trips to Grandma's or sleepovers.  The sleeping bag weighs only 1.5 

pounds and packs up into a compact 14.2" x 8.7" x 8.7" but opens out completely to double as a cozy quilt.  And 

for something froggy to sleep in-your little one will love the This Kid Loves Frogs T-Shirt!

Lisa Wilson,  James and Randi Reid

1003 Froggy Goes to School

Your lower schooler will be the envy of his or her friends with this adorable mini back pack by Stephen Joseph and 

cute smiling cartoon frog t-shirt.

James Carroll and Cecilia Calvo,  Friend of Maret

1004 Its Not a Lava Lamp

But this 3D cartoon frog night light will keep the monsters away.  Double down on your frog pride with the iconic 

Frog Parking Only SignAll Others will be Toad. 

Aisha and Myron Martin

1005 Whether its Raining Men or Purple Rain

Your lower schooler will be warm and dry with this lined, water-resistant Western Chief rain coat (size 6) and 

Western Chief Fritz the Frog umbrella.  As Eddie Rabbitt sang"I love a rainy night!"

James Carroll and Cecilia Calvo,  Michael and Abby Nolan,  James and Randi Reid

1006 Frogs Here, Frogs There, Frogs are Jumping Everywhere!

This frog package has a little of this and a little of that, but all of it will put a smile on your favorite frog lover's face, 

from the front door hanger art project for your aspiring sewer, to the Frogs and Toads book with accompanying 

bookmark for your reader, to the green frog frame and the frog key chain. A frog menagerie of sorts.

George Calomiris '78 and JoAnn Calomiris,  Friend of Maret,  JoAnn Calomiris
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1007 Elegant Frog Cheese Plate

The perfect cheese plate for your Maret gatherings-this elegant blue ceramic cheese plate sports a tasteful little 

green frog to keeps things whimsical.  The plate comes with a cheese knife-cheese sold separately.  

Jeff and Charis Keitelman

1008 Frogtails Anyone?

If you came of age in the 80s you've got to remember the Alabama Slammer (a motley crew of booze and sugar: 

Southern Comfort, Amaretto, Sloe Gin , and OJ.)  Time to mix up a batch for old time's sake and serve it up in 

these frog etched whiskey glasses (set of 4), on the frog rocks with frog ice made in this silicon ice mold.  

Jeff and Charis Keitelman

1009 Frog's Night In

Settle in for a cozy night with these soft froggy slippers (one size fits most) and Intel Cozy Therapeutic Neck Wrap-

pop it in the microwave and then wrap it around your neck and let all your tension slip away as the lavender scent 

relaxes you-almost as good as lighting some incense.  

Jeff and Charis Keitelman

1010 A Ferrari Fit for Sonny Crockett and Ricardo Tubbs

This superb detail, genuine Ferrari F12 Berlinetta scale replica could be straight from the set of Miami Vice-12 volt 

ride-on car with all of the authentic badges, Led lights, MP3 player input and fun sounds.  Comes with parent 

remote control.  

George Calomiris '78 and JoAnn Calomiris

1011 Frog Glam

Glamours frog earrings, bracelet and necklace made of semi precious stones by Kuri Yasuno Designs.

Kuri Yasuno Designs

1012 More Frogs for The Reader

Your lower schooler will delight in this set of 3 classic Frog and Toad books and can shelve them proudly with this 

adorable set of Princess and Frog bookends.

Jeff and Charis Keitelman

1013 Froggy It's Cold Outside!

Your lower schooler will never feel the wind with this adorable knit froggy head band - hand knit by a Maret 

grandmother.

JoAnn Calomiris

1014 Frog Charm In the Garden

Add a hint of effortless charm to your outdoor decor with this vibrant mosaic frog.

Friend of Maret

1015 Giant Stuffed Frog!

HUGE (4 foot tall) plush stuffed animal.  Don't let the Don Johnson outfit throw you-this guy is cute and cuddly.

George Calomiris '78 and JoAnn Calomiris

1016 Frog Cheese Board

This lovely cheese board made of sustainable bamboo and complete with a set of 3 cheese knives will be perfect 

when you host the next Maret potluck.  

Jeff and Charis Keitelman
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1017 Froggy Goes To Sleep

Nightly bedtime battles and dark-room distress are no more with the Frog Melody Mate.  The sweet, sweet, 

slumber inducing cushion comes with a soft pillow and detachable blanket (both washable) that will entice even 

the most anxious sleeper to lie down in bed and snuggle up with their plushy pal.  Melodious lullabies comfort and 

soothe, while LED lights flow ever so gently to evoke the starry skies.  Batteries not included.

Maliha Shaikh

1018 Froggy Thermometer Garden Stake

Add a quirky accent to your yard curtesy of this garden stake boasting a colorful frog design as well as a 

thermometer dial for added convenience. 

Friend of Maret

1019 Sock it to Me Froggy!

Perhaps the perfect gift for your graduating senior or incoming freshman Frog, these frog and lily pad motif socks 

are sure to become his favorites.

Sally Dunkelberger and David Daniel

1020 A Frog Fan for Your Frog Fan

Let this charming frog shaped decorative figurine frog fan brighten your day while it keeps you cool. Could be the 

perfect gift for your senior to take for their stuffy dorm room to always remember their frog roots!

Peter Killough and Jamila Larson

1021 Frog T-Shirt and Head Band

Rock the Maret pride with this adult medium t-shirt and head band.

Marc and Emily Lampkin

1022 Grumpy but Cute

This quirky frog statue boasts a playful design to add whimsical style to your home or garden.  

Friend of Maret

1023 Betsey Johnson "Pearl Critters" Frog Stud Earrings

These Betsey Johnson frog stud earrings are the perfect way to show your school spirit and be stylish. They are 

great with jeans or dressy enough to wear with your party dress.

Lisa Wilson

1024 Hop into My Garden

Lend whimsy to your garden with this statue boasting a charming frog design. 

Friend of Maret

1025 Maret Jewelry Dish

This lovely 4" x 4" square jewelry dish will be charming on your dresser and is the perfect place for you bracelets 

and rings.

Marc and Emily Lampkin

1026 Froggy Tabletop Elegance

This beautiful Lenox trivet and salt and pepper shaker will add amphibian style to your table setting.

Marilyn and Charles Potts
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1027 Froggy Keep the Door Open!

This cast iron yoga frog door wedge is perfect for home or office.  The piece as an antiquated rustic looking finish 

for added style and decoration.

Richard Gervase and Stuart Delery

1028 Go Ahead and Jump!

Van Halen may not have had this Green Jumping Frog Plant Pick Set in mind when he wrote his lyrics but he 

should have!  This set of three 24" high frog sticks will add a fun touch to your flower bed or potted plants.

Friend of Maret

1029 Frog Planter

Let this whimsical cement frog planter hold your favorite blossoms or herbs in charming fashion.  Comes with a 

plant can't get any greener than that!

Friend of Maret

1030 Frog Tie Tack

If Sonny Crockett had a tie tack this cool, he might have worn a tie.

Kyle  Chadwick and Cynthia Rice

1031 Froggy Fountain

This glazed ceramic solar fountain by Sunnydaze is perfect for your patio, garden, or yard.  The charming little 

fountain features a green frog perched on the side of a green bowl.  No plumbing is required-the water recirculates 

through the pump in the fountain's basin and flows through the frog's mouth.

Ramou and Nadia Ramasawmy

1032 It's a Balancing Act

This adorable balancing stake features a family of frogs whose balancing act would rival the Flying Wallendas.  

The stake is easy to install and sure to weather the elements for years.

Friend of Maret

1033 Christmas Frogs

Four adorable frog ornaments and a garden flag lend festive spirit to your tree and home, helping you decorate 

with style, charm, and Frog-pride.

Marilyn Potts

1034 Frog Butter Dish

Toast for breakfast will be much more fun when the butter is served in this white stoneware butter dish 

showcasing a frog-inspired design.

Marilyn and Charles Potts

1035 Froggy Loves to Read

This charming cast aluminum garden sculpture with daddy frog reading to his two baby frogs, all seated on a 

bench, will be sure to inspire you to sit in the garden and read about frogs.  How lucky that you will have such a 

wonderful assortment of frog related books to choose from-Arnold Lobel's Frog and Toad Are Friends, Jonathan 

London's Froggy books, and David Wiesner's Tuesday. 

Alan Matsumoto and Susan Morita
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1036 Frog Necklace

This lovely necklace is from Angela Caputi's 2017 spring collection from Florence, Italy-made of off white marble 

color Resin beads with a yellow frog and flower also made of Resin.  Necklace is 21" long with a magnetic clasp.

Jared Greenstein '96 and Ana Greenstein

1037 Frogs for the Reader

These Marshall Home and Garden Frog Bookends, made of weighed cast iron, are functional and charming.

Benjamin Sacks and Carolyn Arpin

1038 Mom and Baby Frog Stuffed Animals

Celebrate the bond of mother and child-these mom and baby plush animals are both lovable and educational.  

Stuffed animals can be the perfect way to teach a child about parenting and nurturing-or can just be fun to play 

with and love!

James Carroll and Cecilia Calvo

1039 Yogi Froggi

Join the yoga craze with this stone frog garden statue-sitting with legs crossed and a serene yoga expression you 

will find this yogi frog hard to resist.  

Jon and Julie Garcia

1040 Froggy Charm (Bracelet that is)

This Alex and Ani frog bangle charm bracelet in gold would be a terrific gift for your understated Frog enthusiast.

Robert and Katie Newman

1041 Solar Frog Lantern

This quirky Evergreen Enterprises solar frog lantern will add lighthearted fun to your garden.

Benjamin Sacks and Carolyn Arpin

1042 Froggy Décor

This adorable little polystone frog statue will make an adorable addition to any bookshelf or is hardy enough to 

grace your garden bed.

Robert and Katie Newman

1043 Another Frog Balancing Act

This frog prince balancing garden stake will add a fun touch to any garden.  

Friend of Maret

1044 Froggy Toy Cabinet

Prince Charming is just a kiss away with this Fantasy Fields' Magic Garden seven drawer wooden cabinet. Sturdy 

and deep, this adorable cabinet sports a frolicking frog. It is sure to be the focal point of any play-room.

Lionel Brown and Rhoda Weeks-Brown

1045 Frogs for The Reader Take 3

These two fanciful thinking frogs posing atop rich hued bases will  support your favorite books in style. Intricately 

cast of resin, and antique finished, these charming bookends come with a trio of frog books.

Friend of Maret,  Jeff and Charis Keitelman
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1046 Frog Prince Vanity Box

The perfect place for treasures of every type!  Let this ribbeting member of royalty watch over whatever is stored 

within this lidded box.

Friend of Maret

1047 Toddler Frog Dish Set

What better way to get that finicky toddler to eat their vegetables than on this fun eco-friendly set. The set includes 

plate, bowl, cup and utensils.  You will be hearing "more please" before you know it.

Jeff and Charis Keitelman
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Dining Out

2000 Take a Chance on Tapas at Boqueria

This Dupont Circle eatery, the DC outpost of a popular New York restaurant, is known for its tapas, Spanish 

cheeses and charcuterie, and big plates. Try crisp croquetas with ham or mushrooms, garlicky shrimp with olive 

oil, and dates stuffed with almonds and blue cheese swathed in bacon. Or go for a platter of Spanish cheeses and 

charcuterie, including the famed pata negra, ham from free roaming, black footed, acorn-eating pigs. Big plates 

include a spectacular seafood paella and meat lover's mixed grill. Use this $100 gift certificate to try it all.

Dan Covitz and Susie Wertheimer

2001 Good Food at True Food - First Offering

Here's proof that eating healthy doesn't have to be a drag. The True Food restaurants in Bethesda and Fairfax 

woo non-believers with raveworthy dishes like Moroccan chicken, butternut squash pizza, kale guacamole, and 

shrimp teriyaki quinoa bowls. There are gluten and dairy free options as well. Use this $25 gift card to experience 

a conversion. Your outlook on healthy eating will never be the same.

True Food Kitchen

2002 Good Food at True Food - Second Offering

Here's proof that eating healthy doesn't have to be a drag. The True Food restaurants in Bethesda and Fairfax 

woo non-believers with delicious dishes like Moroccan chicken, butternut squash pizza, kale guacamole, and 

shrimp teriyaki quinoa bowls. There are gluten and dairy free options as well. Use this $25 gift card to experience 

a conversion. Your outlook on healthy eating will never be the same.

True Food Kitchen

2003 Channel Rustic Romance at Buck's Fishing and Camping

Flickering votives at the bar and an intimate dining room with a fish camp vibe make this one of the most romantic 

eateries in town. Use this $100 gift certificate to amp up the love-fest with a well-made cocktail, classic wedge 

salad, and the legendary Prime steak with fries. Not a meat eater? Chicken and dumplings and fish and chips are 

fabulous too.

Nate Tibbits and Suzy George

2004 Southern by Way of France Cooking at Macon Bistro & Larder

Channeling the cooking of Macon, Ga., and Macon, France, Macon Bistro covers everything from Essie's biscuits 

with honey butter and lobster and grits to smoked trout rillette and duck confit. This $100 gift certificate can be 

used for brunch or dinner at the bistro on Connecticut Avenue just below Chevy Chase Circle.

Nate Tibbits and Suzy George
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2005 Good Food at True Food - Take Three

Here's proof that eating healthy doesn't have to be a drag. The True Food restaurants in Bethesda and Fairfax 

woo non-believers with delicious dishes like Moroccan chicken, butternut squash pizza, kale guacamole, and 

shrimp teriyaki quinoa bowls. There are gluten and dairy free options as well. Use this $100 gift card to experience 

a conversion. Your outlook on healthy eating will never be the same.

Dan Covitz and Susie Wertheimer

2006 Go Global at Silver New American Brasserie - First Offering

Use this $50 gift card for breakfast, lunch, dinner, or late-night brunch at the DC or Bethesda locations of these 

lively restaurants conceived by the well-known Silver Diner chain. Dive into global fare like the short rib Seoul 

burger, labneh toast, chicken pot pie, and other farm-to-table options, and check out local beers and the extensive 

wine and hand-crafted cocktail list. Not to worry, you can get breakfast all day and a classic BLT, too. 

Silver New American Brasserie

2007 Go Global at Silver New American Brasserie - Second Offering

Use this $50 gift card for breakfast, lunch, dinner, or late-night brunch at the DC or Bethesda locations of these 

lively restaurants, conceived by the well-known Silver Diner chain. Dive into global fare like the short rib Seoul 

burger, labneh toast, chicken pot pie, and other farm-to-table options, and check out local beers and the extensive 

wine and hand-crafted cocktail list. Not to worry, you can get breakfast all day and a classic BLT, too.

Silver New American Brasserie

2008 Food from the Farm at Founding Farmers - First Offering

These appealingly rustic farm-to-table restaurants are farmer owned and family friendly. Use this $50 gift card at 

any location (DC, Potomac, Tysons, Reston) for breakfast, brunch, lunch or dinner. The menu cuts a wide swath 

from scallops meuniere and steak enchiladas to chicken pot pie and Yankee pot roast. Brunch is equally varied 

with plates like fried chicken and waffles, biscuits and gravy, spinach and tomato benedicts and pimento cheese 

hash. And don't forget those dreamy beignets for dessert - available anytime.

Founding Farmers DC

2009 Food from the Farm at Founding Farmers - Second Offering

These appealingly rustic farm-to-table restaurants are farmer owned and family friendly. Use this $50 gift card at 

any location (DC, Potomac, Tysons, Reston) for breakfast, brunch, lunch or dinner. The menu cuts a wide swath 

from scallops meuniere and steak enchiladas to chicken pot pie and Yankee pot roast. Brunch is equally varied 

with plates like fried chicken and waffles, biscuits and gravy, spinach and tomato benedicts and pimento cheese 

hash. And don't forget those dreamy beignets for dessert - available anytime.

Founding Farmers DC

2010 Entertainingly Made Easy With Ridgewell's Catering

Throw a big bash or intimate soiree with this $2,000 gift certificate covering food and services from Ridgewell's 

Catering (maker of those yummy auction cocktails, canapes, and dinner!)

Perfect for a Frog's graduation party too! Equipment delivery and taxes not included. Orders must be placed at 

least five business days before pickup. Blackout dates are applicable.

Ridgewells Catering

2011 Have a Mexican Fiesta at Cactus Cantina - First Offering

Use this $25 gift certificate for food and drink at this lively NW DC Mexican eatery, a favorite of Maret parents and 

students. The Cantina is known for its margaritas - there are several variations - as well as its Tex-Mex, South 

American, Cuban, and Spanish dishes. We're partial to the beef nachos platter, chicken enchiladas, and lomo 

saltado. (Valid Sunday through Thursday).

Cactus Cantina
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2012 Have a Mexican Fiesta at Cactus Cantina - Second Offering

Use this $25 gift certificate for food and drink at this lively NW DC Mexican eatery, a favorite of Maret parents and 

students. The Cantina is known for its margaritas - there are several variations - as well as its Tex-Mex, South 

American, Cuban, and Spanish dishes. We're partial to the beef nachos platter, chicken enchiladas, and lomo 

saltado. (Valid Sunday through Thursday).

Cactus Cantina

2013 Have a Mexican Fiesta at Cactus Cantina - Third Offering

Use this $25 gift certificate for food and drink at this lively NW DC Mexican eatery, a favorite of Maret parents and 

students. The Cantina is known for its margaritas - there are several variations - as well as its Tex-Mex, South 

American, Cuban, and Spanish dishes. We're partial to the beef nachos platter, chicken enchiladas, and lomo 

saltado. (Valid Sunday through Thursday).

Cactus Cantina

2014 Fun Spots with Fun Food

Use this $60 gift card from Goodbar Management Group at any one of the outfit's fabulous eateries and bars: 

Quarry House Tavern (Silver Spring), known for its fried pickles, burgers, and beer list; Bar Charley in (NW, DC), 

where tiki drinks, bottomless brunches, and steak deals rule; El Chucho (NW, DC), a tri-level taqueria with great 

margaritas; Little Coco's (NW, DC), known for it's delicious pizzas and pastas; and Slash Run (NW, DC) with its 

nifty hair-metal jukebox, 100+ whiskey list, and juicy burgers.

Goodbar Management Group

2015 Artisanal, Hand-Crafted Pretzels - First Offering

This charming one-room artisanal pretzel bakery on Capitol Hill has a Maret connection: It's owned by Maret art 

teacher Kali Haney's husband, Sean Haney. But even without the Maret link, these pretzels are worth seeking out. 

Use this $50 gift certificate to get them in all the delicious variations: salted, poppy seed, onion, everything, or 

cinnamon glazed with a kiss of salt. Or go for the Nutella-filled Pretzel Bomb or bacon, egg, and cheese sandwich 

on an everything pretzel roll, voted the best breakfast sandwich in DC by City Paper.

The Pretzel Bakery

2016 Artisanal, Hand-Crafted Pretzels - Second Offering

This charming one-room artisanal pretzel bakery on Capitol Hill has a Maret connection: It's owned by Maret art 

teacher Kali Haney's husband, Sean Haney. But even without the Maret link, these pretzels are worth seeking out. 

Use this $50 gift certificate to get them in all the delicious variations: salted, poppy seed, onion, everything, or 

cinnamon glazed with a kiss of salt. Or go for the Nutella-filled Pretzel Bomb or bacon, egg, and cheese sandwich 

on an everything pretzel roll, voted the best breakfast sandwich in DC by City Paper.

The Pretzel Bakery

2017 Passion Food Hospitality

Passion Food was established in 1998 with their first restaurant, DC Coast; and now includes Acadiana, 

PassionFish, District Commons, Burger, Tap & Shake, TenPenh Tysons and Penn Commons. From the outset, 

the restaurants have been garnering outstanding reviews from publications such as Bon Appetit, Gourmet, Food & 

Wine, Esquire, Travel & Leisure, Wine Spectator and The Washington Post. This $100 gift card may be used at 

any of Passion Food's restaurants.

Passion Food Hospitality
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2018 Ghibellina

Ghibellina is an Italian gastropub specializing in Neapolitan-inspired pizzas and craft cocktails, located on 14th 

Street in Northwest Washington DC. The menu is centered around pizza. From the wood-fired oven comes pies 

with chewy, blistered crusts, weighed down with ingredients like fresh mozzarella, briny manila clams, and spicy 

fennel salami. The rest of the menu changes seasonally. Recurring favorite burrata can be found with fresh 

grapefruit in the summer, while gnocchi with green peas and pancetta is a perennial fall favorite. Check out this 

great place with this $150 gift card.

Ghibellina

2019 Seafood Centric Brunch at Hank's Oyster Bar

Head to the Dupont Circle, Capitol Hill or Old Town location of this hip seafood eatery.  Chef Jamie Leeds 

reinterprets classics like eggs Benedict, lobster rolls, and fried oysters with a modern sensibility.  There's also a 

great raw bar.  Excludes alcohol, tax and gratuity.

Hank's Oyster Bar

2020 2Amys Neapolitan Pizzeria

Imagine going to Italy and eating all of your favorite things. Dining at Two Amy's is a little bit like that. The menu 

cuts a wide swath from wood-oven pizzas to salumi and cheeses to little plates like escarole salad with anchovies 

and Italian-style deviled eggs. The wine list is as eclectic as the food and as in Italy there are house carafes as 

well. Use this $25 gift certificate at lunch or dinner.

2Amys

2021 Head to Due South For Down Home Fixins'

Floor to ceiling windows, retro subway tiles, and acres of wood make this SW DC waterfront restaurant an 

appealing sun-filled spot for lunch or dinner. Use this $50 gift card to dive into

delicious southern plates like cast iron skillet oysters, bacon-pimento cheese, sweet tea brined chicken and 

shrimp and grits with tassso gravy. Valid through 1/19/20.

Bo Blair, Georgetown Events

2022 The Surfing (and Eating) are Swell at Surfside

Surf's up at this Glover Park eatery evoking warmer days and beach bar fun. Use this $25 gift card for brunch or 

choose from the all-day lunch and dinner menu including tacos, burritos, stir fries, and quesadillas. Be sure to try 

the fabulous fish tacos and the tonga pineapple fried rice with pork.

Bo Blair, Georgetown Events

2023 Soups, Salads and Overstuffed Sandwiches at Jetties

These cheerful lunch spots in Palisades, Cleveland Park, and Chevy Chase, DC, banish the spectre of a sad 

lunch. Us this $25 gift card to sample homemade soups, sandwiches, and salads. Our favorites? The Maryland 

crab soup, lobster roll, turkey salad, and Thanksgiving sandwich with turkey, stuffing and mayo. Valid through 

1/19/20

Bo Blair, Georgetown Events

2024 Eat & Cook at California Pizza Kitchen

Use this $40 gift card for lunch or dinner at one of the many California Pizza Kitchens in the area. Indulge in 

dishes like the signature BBQ chicken salad, jambalaya linguini, shrimp scampi pizza, and butter cake. Then 

recreate some of your favorites with recipes from the California Pizza Kitchen cookbook, also part of this deal.

California Pizza Kitchen
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2025 Baja Meets New England at Millie's

Baja style Mexican, New England favorites, and everything in-between peacefully coexist at this NW DC eatery. 

Millie's is known for its fish and shrimp tacos, clam chowder, chicken pot pie, and Tuna Poke, as well as killer 

chocolate cake with ganache frosting. Use the $50 gift card at lunch or dinner. The outdoor patio is the place to be 

in warm weather. Valid through 1/19/20.

Bo Blair, Georgetown Events

2026 Pete's New Haven Style Apizza - First Offering

Use this $30 gift certificate to get a slice or a whole pie - the portobello mushroom and sausage version is divine - 

at Pete's New Haven Style Apizza, a small local chain with several area locations. You can create your own 

combos from a list of gourmet toppers or go with Pete's recommendations. Sandwiches, antipasti, and creative 

salads (try the arugula, candied pecan, and fried goat cheese bowl).

Pete's New Haven Style Apizza

2027 Pete's New Haven Style Apizza - Second Offering

Use this $30 gift certificate to get a slice or a whole pie - the portobello mushroom and sausage version is divine - 

at Pete's New Haven Style Apizza, a small local chain with several area locations. You can create your own 

combos from a list of gourmet toppers or go with Pete's recommendations. Sandwiches, antipasti, and creative 

salads (try the arugula, candied pecan, and fried goat cheese bowl).

Pete's New Haven Style Apizza

2028 Clyde's of Gallery Place -  First Offering

Whimsical décor, lively bar scenes, and American fare-with-a-twist are all part of the appeal at this family-friendly 

local chainlet. The $100 certificate covers food and beverages but not gratuity. Must be used at Clyde's of Gallery 

Place.

Clyde's of Gallery Place

2029 Clyde's of Gallery Place -  Second Offering

Whimsical décor, lively bar scenes, and American fare-with-a-twist are all part of the appeal at this family-friendly 

local chainlet. The $100 certificate covers food and beverages but not gratuity. Must be used at Clyde's of Gallery 

Place.

Clyde's of Gallery Place

2030 Subway - First Offering

Get subs for the whole gang with this $25 gift card for Subway, a national chain with numerous locations. Known 

for its just-baked sub rolls, this fast food sandwich eatery has a long roster of classics such as meatball marinara, 

spicy Italian, and Black Forest ham.

Subway

2031 Subway - Second Offering

Get subs for the whole gang with this $40 gift card for Subway, a national chain with numerous locations. Known 

for its just-baked sub rolls, this fast food sandwich eatery has a long roster of classics such as meatball marinara, 

spicy Italian, and Black Forest ham.

Subway

2032 Fro Yo for the Gang

Who can pass up some sweet fro yo? This will hit the spot any time of year, so grab these gift cards and hit up the 

closet sweetFrog (5.8 miles from Maret to Silver Spring location!).

Jared Greenstein '96 and Ana Greenstein
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2033 Cream or Sugar?

When only a cup of strong, hot coffee will do the trick, use these gift cards of $40 to take of your morning cup of 

joe. Not a coffee drinker? Then treat yourself to a frapp or a yummy muffin.

Jared Greenstein '96 and Ana Greenstein

2034 Capital Fare at the Capital Grille

Use this $50 gift certificate towards dinner in the posh dining room at any location Capital Grille Restaurant. This 

upmarket steakhouse is known for its dry-aged meats (think gorgonzola and truffle-crusted bone-in strip), luxe 

seafood (lobster and crab cakes), and classic sides (wedge salad with blue cheese and bacon). Gratuity not 

included.

The Capital Grille

2035 Clyde's Restaurant Group

Whimsical décor, lively bar scenes, and American fare-with-a-twist are all part of the appeal at this family-friendly 

local chainlet. The $75 certificate covers food and beverages but not gratuity and can be used at any Clyde's 

location in DC, Maryland, and Virginia including Old Ebbitt Grill, 1789 Restaurant, The Tombs, or the Hamilton.

Clyde's Restaurant Group
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Kids & Teens

3000 "Sleep Under" with First Grade Teachers

Are you ready for it? Great new offering from first grade teachers, Ms. Sudheendran and Ms. Tomasi-Carr. 

Everyone goes to sleep-overs, but have you ever been to a "sleep-under?' Six first graders can come to Maret on 

a Friday in May dressed in their pajamas and ready to have fun! From 5:30 pm to 8:30 pm, they will enjoy a pizza 

dinner and a special surprise dessert! There will be plenty of fun activities like a flashlight tour of the school, 

playing on the playground and back field, stories on the back porch of Woodley under the stars in sleeping bags.  

Doesn't that sound like fun?

Meena Sudheendran,  Lisa Tomasi-Carr

3001 Baseball Outing with Mr. Stone

Home runs with third grade teacher Nate Stone and the Nationals - an unbeatable combination!  Your child and 

two friends will get to attend a baseball game at Nationals Park and watch the game from premium seats in the 

first or second row.  This is open to third and fourth graders only.  Donor and bidder will select a mutually 

agreeable date during the 2018 season.

Ken and Heidi Brotman,  Nate Stone

3002 Baseball with Ms. Appleby & Ms. Richardson

Two lucky students will get to cheer on the Nationals at Nationals Park from premium seats - not only are they in 

the first or second row, but your seat mates are Head of Lower School Chris Appleby and fourth grade teacher 

Kathy Richardson!  This outing is to be arranged on a mutually agreeable date during the 2018 season.

Ken and Heidi Brotman,  Chris Appleby '80,  Kathy Richardson

3003 Camping Out with Mr. Nisbet & Ms. Sudheendran

Mr. Nisbet is returning to Maret!  For this item, up to five children can join Mr. Nisbet and Ms. Sudheendran for a 

one-night camping adventure in the Shenandoah mountains.  Just drop your students off at Maret and Mr. Nisbet 

will drive them all to the riverside land of Jim and Mai Abdo near Washington, VA.  After setting up camp, the day 

will be spent hiking, splashing in the river, building forts, and exploring the area.  Nightfall then brings cooking, 

campfires, stories and s'mores.  If a clear night arrives, sleeping under the stars is a must.  Join your very own 

Eagle Scout as he teaches children how to safely enjoy and appreciate the outdoors.  Dates are a mutually 

agreed upon Fri/Sat or Sat/Sun during Summer 2018.  Students must be in grade 3 or older and need to supply 

their own sleeping bag and pad.  Food and drinks will be provided.

Will  Nisbet,  Meena Sudheendran

3004 Two 45-Minute Voice Lessons with Chorus Teacher Rolando Sanz

Whether your child's dream is to become the next "American Idol" (it's back!) or carry a tune at the next family 

karaoke night, music lessons with Maret's beloved chorus teacher Rolando Sanz might just be the best way to get 

there. These two, 45-minute lessons are for beginner through advanced singers, age 13 to adult (expires 8/31/18).

Rolando Sanz
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3005 Basketball Birthday Party at Maret

This incredible basketball birthday party for up to 18 children from One-on-One Basketball features one hour of on-

court instruction and a t-shirt for the birthday child. Maret has donated the use of the Old Gym for your party (book 

with Marilyn Potts at least six weeks in advance).

Maret School,  One-on-One Basketball

3006 Calleva Group Ropes Course Outing

Learn the ropes! Bring your group of up to ten people of all ages to Calleva's ropes course for three hours of 

personal and group challenges. All necessary equipment provided. Trained Calleva facilitators execute every 

event, with safety and adventure as top priorities! Certificate good for the season March-September 2018; 

program must be scheduled in advance at a mutually agreeable time.

Calleva Inc.

3007 One Week of Calleva Adventure Camp

Let the adventure begin! Rafting, kayaking, canoeing, sailing, fishing, river ecology, rock climbing and mountain 

biking are just a few of the specialties your child can choose from at Calleva Adventure Camp, the heart of the 

Calleva outdoor program. Offered to children ages 9-14 for Summer 2018 (expires 8/31/18).

Calleva Inc.

3008 One Week of Summer Soccer Camp w/Coach Mohan-First Offering

Maret's own Mohan Telfer, boys' varsity soccer head coach, will help kick your child's soccer skills into high gear! 

Win this item and your child will be dribbling, passing and shooting like the pros with one week at Coach Telfer's 

summer camp. Camp will be offered every week between June 18 and July 23 for children ages 8-14. The full-day 

program will run from 9 am - 3 pm.

Mohan Telfer

3009 One Week of Summer Soccer Camp w/Coach Mohan-Second Offering

Another week of summer soccer camp with legendary Coach Mohan! Can be used for the same summer and the 

same soccer player, or for a sibling!  The camp is offered each week between June 18 and July 23, from 9 am - 3 

pm daily. For children ages 8-14.

Mohan Telfer

3010 One Week of Summer Soccer Camp w/Coach Mohan-Third Offering

Another week of summer soccer camp with legendary Coach Mohan! Can be used for the same summer and the 

same soccer player, or for a sibling!  The camp is offered each week between June 18 and July 23, from 9 am - 3 

pm daily. For children ages 8-14.

Mohan Telfer

3011 Project Athlete Mini Camp

Gift your child, and up to five of their friends, the chance to get fit like the pros with this five session customized 

training camp from Project Athlete. Become a better athlete by building strength, speed, power, and agility during 

these efficient one hour sport training sessions at our Balance Gym - Glover Park location. All participants must be 

10 years old and up - 4th grade minimum.

Project Athlete
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3012 One Week of TenniStar Camp

TenniStar Sports has created and developed tennis and sports camps throughout the Washington area since 

1984.  The company has launched the tennis and sports summer camp programs at Stone Ridge School and 

Landon School, Episcopal High School in, The Catholic University of America and Georgetown Visitation, and 

numerous other locations, including the Bethesda Sport & Health Club and St. Andrew's School.  This offering is 

for one week of TenniStar camp at either Bethesda Sport & Health Club or at Georgetown Visitation School during 

the week of June 18, 2018 only. The camp is held from 1-3:30 pm.

Tennistar Sports

3013 Zava Zone Deluxe Birthday Party for Up to 25 People

Experience "fun in motion" at Zava Zone, the Washington metro area's most exciting indoor adventure park!   

Zava Zone offers 27,000 square feet of soaring space filled with trampolines, extreme dodgeball jump courts, 

ropes courses,  ninja courses, climbing challenges, jump slides and more.  This deluxe package grants you and 

your guests two full hours of fun, with a half hour exclusive use in a special zone of your choice.  You'll have a 

private party room for refreshments with a dedicated party host, as well as a personal coach to organize your  

hour of exclusive use time.  A pizza feast with veggies or fruit and bottled water is included, as well as jump socks 

for all guests and a Zava Zone t-shirt for the guest of honor.  (No expiration date)

Josh and Diana Oboler

3014 Gymboree Play and Music DC

Gymboree Play and Music has every aspect of your child's development covered - from social interaction to 

physical activity to cognitive learning. Gymboree uses a whole child learning approach to support development 

and intellectual advancement.  Through play, children will develop the confidence, curiosity, and learning skills 

they need for school and beyond.  This package includes a six-month membership of one class per week and 

unlimited open gym time.  (Valid at Washington, D.C./Woodley Park location only.  Course offerings appropriate 

for children 0 to 5 years.)

Gymboree Play and Music DC

3015 Be a Vet for a Day

Do you love animals?   Would you like to be a veterinarian when you grow up?   Be a Vet for a day with Dr. 

Dondi.   Up to four children will be able to join Dr. Dondi at South Paws for a tour of the facility and a look into 

what being a vet is really like.   The kids will have lunch with Dr. Dondi following the tour.  (The visit will take place 

at a mutually agreed upon date between February 24, 2018 and February 23, 2019)

Dr. Dondi Dahlgaard

3016 StudyPro Growth Strategies Study Skills for 4th and 5th Graders

The Growth Strategies Study Skills course provides 4th and 5th graders with the foundational strategies to take 

risks, make mistakes and push through obstacles, and adopt new approaches to plan, manage and complete their 

work. Through this course, students will understand and begin to adopt a growth mindset, understand that 

strategies are different tips, tricks and approaches for solving problems and approaching work, feel comfortable 

being in "The Learning Zone" and be willing to take risks, and adopt personalized strategies to organize, plan, 

start, and complete work. The course is a total of five sessions, two hours per session, and is offered Monday 

through Friday during the summer and on weekdays and weekends throughout the school year. (Course must be 

taken by December 31, 2018.)

The StudyPro
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3017 The StudyPro Essential Study Skills Course for 6th-12th Graders

The StudyPro Essential Study Skills Course teaches the 10 skills that match what is being asked of a student in 

school. Students receive a personalized learning style assessment and leave understanding the most effective 

study strategies for their unique learning style. Skills covered include time management, organization, 

prioritization, visual and auditory note-taking, memory and test preparation, and learning from mistakes. The 

course is broken into five, 2-hour modules and is held at the StudyPro center in McLean, VA. In addition to the 

course, the winning bidder will receive five free sessions in StudyPro's coached Homework Center, where study 

skills and subject matter coaches are available as needed. The center is open Monday-Thursday from 3-9 pm and 

Sundays from 10 am - 4 pm. The 5 class sessions can be taken Monday-Friday during the summer or at 2-hour 

weekly blocks offered on Sundays-Thursdays. Classes are offered for MS (6th - 8th) and HS (9th - 12th). 

The StudyPro

3018 Individual Tutoring at AdeptPrep

Give your child a leg up with 3 hours of private tutoring, either test prep or academic tutoring. Taking a mindful 

approach to learning and performance, AdeptPrep is an elite, Tenleytown-based tutoring company that provides 

students with the support and skills they need to be successful on their standardized tests and academic 

coursework. AdeptPrep's team of tutors is characterized by its intelligence, warmth, and expertise.

Adept Prep

3019 Full Occupational Therapy Evaluation

This occupational therapy evaluation is appropriate for children who are four years and older. The evaluation 

includes two hours of fine/visual motor, gross motor, and sensory motor testing. A full written report with 

explanation of scores, a score sheet, and a treatment plan is provided. Services are provided at a FUNdamentals 

location in DC or Fairfax. Offer expires February 24, 2019.

FUNdamentals

3020 Deux Par Deux Shopping Spree

An online shopping spree is just a click away! Shop from the comfort of home at this children's boutique that offers 

fun and colorful European-style clothing with a touch of whimsy. The order will be done in coordination with the 

donor in advance of the fall or spring season. Shopping is wholesale, which means your $250 gift certificate will go 

even further! Some restrictions apply.

The Diwan Family

3021 2018 American Girl Doll of the Year

Meet 2018 American Girl doll of the year Luciana Vega!   She is passionate about science and space exploration. 

The package also includes one outfit to match the 2018 theme of Space, as well as an introductory book about 

Luciana.

Brett O'Brien and Ellen Fern

3022 American Girl Julie Doll and Books

Julie Albright is a groovy 1970s-era girl! She loves school, hanging out with friends and playing basketball.   Julie 

has a sunny attitude is not afraid to take on challenges.   This package also includes six hardcover books about 

Julie and her life in California in this cool decade.  

Rachel Weller

3023 Lego DeLorean Building and "Back to the Future" Trilogy DVD Set

Journey back to the future with the Lego DeLorean time machine. Build your very own miniature version of the 

iconic DeLorean time machine that Dr. Emmett "Doc" Brown and Marty McFly famously used to travel Back to the 

Future. And after you build your own time machine, watch the trilogy of "Back to the Future" movies in this 30th 

anniversary DVD set.

Michael and Alexandra Horowitz,  Mike and Susan Lyle
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3024 E.T. Set

Who doesn't remember the first time they saw E.T.? Whether it was on the big screen as a new release in 1982 or 

years later on DVD with your kids, it's still a family classic. You can relive the adventure of E.T. with this 2-disc 

DVD set that features over 3 hours of bonus behind the scenes clips.  And who won't love this adorable stuffed 

E.T. in his own hoodie to snuggle while you watch the movie. And if you are still in the mood for the 80's, included 

in this package is a five film collection of 80's comedies. Don't forget your Reeses Pieces!

Jeremy Hillman  and Zoe  Hillman,  Mark Odom '83 and Elizabeth Odom

3025 Kids' Lounge Set

This pair of floor lounge cushions will become your child's favorite place to chill! They are perfect for travel, 

napping or lounging while reading. And with all the lounging time, they will have fun with their very own View-

Master Starter Pack - the original virtual reality. This package also includes an LCD writing tablet that uses high 

flexible liquid crystal technology. This tablet can be erased over 50,000 times, saving three trees.

Friend of Maret,  Michael and Chelsea Johnson,  Christopher Mathews and Elizabeth  Arens,  Robert and Katherine  Newman,  

Michael and Abby Nolan

3026 I Love the 80's Package

What do you love about the 80's?  Was it the big hair? Or maybe the wild clothes? Well with this package you can 

show the love for the 80's!  Start by playing the "I Love the 80's Game." The game will have you and your friends 

singing, drawing, acting and answering trivia about the, like, rad 80's! The chill out with this awesome collection of 

John Hughes movie collection and a collection of just plain funny 80's comedies.  And to really show the world 

your love of the 80's, how about this Honest Abe holding a boombox tshirt.  This is a radical package!

Brett & Zoe Hillman,  Andrew Cohen and Nicola Goren,  Friend of Maret,  Jon and Julie Garcia

3027 Ferris Bueller's Day Off Package

"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once in a while, you could miss it." And so starts one of 

the 80's cult hits. This package pays homage to the great Ferris Bueller with two, count 'em, two Ferris tshirts and 

a copy of the movie so you can introduce your kids to this fun movie or on second thought...maybe not!

Friend of Maret,  Randi and Steve Orava

3028 Lego Room Set

Do you have a Lego fan in your house? This set includes a Lego light switch cover and red Lego alarm clock and 

will be a hit with any Lego fan in your family. The surprise is that you can use existing building bricks to create 

your own personalized set.

Friend of Maret

3029 Classic Game Basket #1

This basket has some of THE best classic games.  The games include Sorry!, pick-up sticks, Twister, jump rope 

(make up your own games), classic Jacks game, Battleship, Bop It!, and Hungry, Hungry Hippos! There are plenty 

of choices for the entire family. Game night will never be the same!

Brian Ellis and Jeanette Conrad-Ellis,  Bryan Jones and Elise Packard,  Mark Odom '83 and Elizabeth Odom,  Randi and Steve 

Orava,  Robert and Katie Newman,  Shelia  Smith

3030 Classic Game Basket #2

Take a break from the video games and enjoy some classic game playing with this collection of games.  The 

basket includes classic Yahtzee, Trouble, pick up sticks, Jacks, paddle ball, Operation, and Barrel of Monkeys. If 

you picked up the previous game basket too, you will have your game closet well stocked.

Brian Ellis and Jeanette Conrad-Ellis,  Bryan Jones and Elise Packard,  Michael Kirshbaum and Gina  Price,  Lisa Wilson,  

Aisha and Myron Martin,  Randi and Steve Orava
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3031 Snoopy Snow Cone Set

AWESOME! Help your kids make a cool treat with the Snoopy Sno Cone Maker. Use a hand crank to shave ice 

and scoop it into cups with the shovel. A padded clamp provides extra stability for this snow cone maker. Add 

flavor to your Snoopy Sno- cone. Snoopy Snow Cone Maker Refill includes: 6 flavors! Fruit punch, Grape, Orange, 

Cherry, Strawberry & lemon. 6 packages sweetened soft drink mix. For Ages 6 and up - Fun for the whole family, 

makes a perfect collectible gift for Peanuts fans young and old.

Friend of Maret,  Robert and Katie Newman

3032 Kids' Chef Set

Young cooks look and feel just like the professionals when they're wearing Curious Chef's 4-piece Child Chef 

Textile Set! The child-sized bright blue apron with cheerful green trim and waist ties will keep clothes clean when 

cooking projects get messy. Green and blue oven mitts are designed to protect the child's hands when handling 

hot pots and pans. Top everything off with a matching chef's toque - just like the real chefs wear. This package 

also includes The Curious Chef 30-piece Caddy Collection provides everything your young chef needs for any 

cooking project, all packaged in a handy Tool Caddy with a rotating, nonslip base. Learning to cook gives kids the 

ability to eat healthier for their whole lives. Cooking helps to reinforce knowledge of math, measurement, science 

and teaches children the importance of following directions!

Roussan and Karon Ettienne,  Jeremy Spector and Robin Halsband

3033 Show Your 80's Pride

Were you a brain... ... an athlete... ...a basket case...a princess...or a criminal? Well re-watch the hit 80's movie 

"The Breakfast Club" along with "Sixteen Candles," and cult hit, "Fast Times at Ridgemont High."  Then wear your 

John Bender, played by Judd Nelson in the movie, tshirt to really tell the world...DON'T YOU FORGET ABOUT 

ME!

Friend of Maret,  Arthur Mola and Lorena Ortiz

3034 VTECH Kidizoom Action Cam

The Kidizoom Action Cam by VTech lets little videographers capture their adventures with videos and photos! The 

Action Cam is a great first video camera for kids and is durable enough to handle drops and tumbles. It can go 

anywhere and do anything kids can do with two included mounts so they can attach it to their bike, skateboard 

and more. It also comes with a waterproof case so they can take videos and pictures up to 6 feet underwater! The 

Action Cam features a 1.4-inch color LCD screen and can take regular videos and photos in addition to stop-

motion videos and time-lapse photos. Your child can also explore their creativity with fun effects, frames and 

photo filters. They can download their photos and videos to a computer using the included micro USB cable and 

share them with family and friends. For even more fun, they can also play three exciting learning games.  Ages 4 

to 9 years.

Michael and Chelsea Johnson

3035 Pac-Man Premium LED Desk Clock

Calling all Pac-Man fans!  This limited collection clock is made by hand from a matrix of jumbotron LEDs, with a 

high quality, optical grade polycarbonate cover, and sits in a sleek low-profile shell.   The large-format iconic LED 

display used in the hit game "PAC-Man Chomp Mania" has been engineered into a more compact version, 

suitable for home or office. This smaller version is very bright and features vivid color, but takes up a smaller 

footprint and has a much sleeker appearance. 

Henk van Duijnhoven and Michelle  Grace

3036 QFX - J  - 22UBK ReRun x Radio and Cassette to MP3 Converter

Want to update your old cassette and other mix tapes to a modern MP3 format?  Look no further.   The QFX-J-

22UBK ReRun x Radio and Cassette to MP2 converter is easy to use and provides great quality sound for 

listening to AM and FM radio stations. You will be singing along to your favorite hits of the 80s (and embarrassing 

your kids) in no time!    

Michael Kirshbaum and Gina  Price
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3037 LEGO Star Wars First Order Destroyer	

Command the fleet with the majestic First Order Star Wars Destroyer. Builders will be right in the middle of the 

action with the Lego Star Wars First Order Destroyer set. Recreate epic battle scenes from Star Wars Episode 

VIII, or create your own! This Lego set has 1,416 pieces, and it is recommended for children from ages 9 through 

14.

Larry and Lisa Siegel

3038 Let's Learn German with Rosetta Stone

Sprechen sie Deutsch?  Give the gift of a world language to your child or loved one with this comprehensive 

Rosetta Stone German Levels 1-5 package.  Rosetta Stone has been consistently ranked one of the most 

effective and user-friendly methods for learning a new language.   The package includes language software that 

can be downloaded onto any PC, as well as digital downloads.

Marsha Cohan

3039 Star Wars Droid Inventor Set

Have you ever wanted your own droid?  You can create a custom Droid and bring it to life using Star Wars 

littleBits electronic blocks. Once you have created your Droid, you can take it on more than 16 missions and give it 

new powers using the free Droid inventor app. Your child will develop coding and engineering skills to create 

something truly awesome! 

Larry and Lisa Siegel

3040 Razor Power Core E90 Electric Scooter #1

The Power Core E90 is upping the ante for electric scooters once again, rolling out a ridiculous 80 minutes of 

continuous ride time and 50 percent more muscle power!  Innovative hub motor delivers a more efficient 

maintenance-free (no alignment, no chain, no chain tensioner)  ride.  The steel frame, lighter weight and increased 

torque take performance to the next level!  (Appropriate for ages 8 and up. Maximum weight is 120 lbs. Scooter 

weighs 22 lbs.)

Joseph and Sarah Constant

3041 Razor Power Core E90 Electric Scooter #2

The Power Core E90 is upping the ante for electric scooters once again, rolling out a ridiculous 80 minutes of 

continuous ride time and 50 percent more muscle power!  Innovative hub motor delivers a more efficient 

maintenance-free (no alignment, no chain, no chain tensioner) ride.  The steel frame, lighter weight and increased 

torque take performance to the next level!  (Appropriate for ages 8 and up. Maximum weight is 120 lbs. Scooter 

weighs 22 lbs.)

Larry and Lisa Siegel

3042 Space Invaders TV Game

Want to go back to the 80s with your video games? Tired of dealing with the hassle of game consoles, wires and 

software?   Then this game is for you.  Simply plug this controller into any television, and you can play Taito 

arcade classics like Space Invaders, Bubble Bobble, Tube It, Oix, Birdie King, Legend of Kage Alpine Ski, and 

more. You may not want to get off the couch!  

Christopher and Jenny Krese

3043 Spike Ball 3 Game Set

The greatest game you will ever play: Spikeball!  As seen on Shark Tank, this game provides perfect 

indoor/outdoor fun for your next tailgate, picnic, trip to the beach or the yard. The set includes a playing net, three 

balls, a convenient drawstring bag for carrying, and a rules book.  

Tim Massad and Charlotte  Hart
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3044 Guitar Hero Encore:  Rocks the 80s Greatest Hits

The 1980s were a crazy decade when big hair, tight clothes and fresh attitudes ruled the music scene, as 

represented in the Guitar Hero Encore: Rocks the 80s for Playstation 2.  Play totally awesome songs from the 

1980s with Guitar Hero characters decked out in sweet retro outfits.  Turn off that tape deck on your boom box, 

pick up and play Guitar Hero Encore: Rocks the 80s. And while you're playing, be sure to wear this rad guitar tshirt 

to complete your look. Bring on the hair bands and rock it out with Guitar Hero Rocks 80s.

Reinhard Reichel and Supriya Goswami

3045 The Ultimate Party Starter

Music brings people together and makes any gathering among friends incredibly entertaining. What better way to 

liven up a get-together with your friends than by singing along to your favorite hits, old or new! Karaoke USA will 

supply your party with the music and fun that everyone can enjoy. Sing to your heart's content with the GF845 

Karaoke System, equipped with everything you need to keep your guests entertained.

Friend of Maret

3046 Mario Kart 8 Deluxe - Nintendo Switch

Hit the road with the definitive version of Mario Kart 8 and play anytime, anywhere! Race your friends or battle 

them in a revised battle mode on new and returning battle courses. Play locally in up to 4-player multiplayer in 

1080p while playing in TV Mode.  Plus, the Inklings appear as all-new guest characters, along with returning 

favorites, such as King Boo, Dry Bones, and Bowser Jr.!

Keith and Pamela Larson

3047 Snap Circuits Arcade Electronics Discovery Kit

Snap Circuit Arcade is an exciting introduction to problem solving, following directions, and the satisfaction of a job 

well done. There are 30 Snap Modules included to complete more that 200 projects that support a vigorous STEM 

or STEAM curriculum. Enjoy completing projects using a programmable Word Fan, Dual LED Display and a pre-

programmed PICAXE Micro-Controller

Clear and concise Illustrated Manual includes explanations for different Snap Modules and concepts needed to 

build Arcade projects.

Friend of Maret

3048 Atari Flashback 7 Deluxe Special Edition

Go back to the 80's with this Atari gaming console. It plays all your favorite classic games like Centipede and 

Frogger. It has 101 built in games for hours of old school fun.

Danielle and Khashayar Vaziri

3049 "We Sing 80s" for Nintendo Wii

Get into the groove with "We Sing 80s" and sing along to the biggest songs from one of music's best-loved 

decades!  This item features era-defining artists such as Lionel Richie, The Human League, Blondie and Toto, as 

well as a host of fantastic multiplayer features.   "We Sing 80s" will have you singing into your hairbrush all over 

again.   The package comes with a two-microphone bundle for fun with friends!  

David and Margaret Johnson

3050 PlayStation 4 Pro 1TB Limited Edition Console

Do you have any Destiny fans in your house?  The Limited Edition bundle is the perfect package for existing and 

new Destiny fans.   Denstiny 2 players on PS4 will have access to bonus content before it is available anywhere 

else.   Bonus content includes a competitive multiplayer map, a three person co-op Strike, a new ship, a 

specialized gear set and an exclusive exotic weapon.  

David Noll and Diane Robertson
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3051 Fashion Plates Deluxe Kit (2 sets)

Make it work! Calling all budding clothing designers and fashionistas! Children can create their own fashions with 

this mix and match drawing set. Each kit contains fifteen fashion plates, twenty sheets of paper, eight colored 

pencils, one crayon holder, one drawing tablet, one fashion carrying case, and one fashion folio idea guide. 

Michael and Chelsea Johnson

3052 Marvel Funko Toy Basket

Funko knows that everyone is a fan of something! Pop culture is everywhere, from the movies you watch to the 

music you listen to, and Funko helps your child (or you!) connect to the things your child (or you!) loves. In this 

basket, you'll find the following: POP!s Black Pnther, Spiderman, Hulk, Groot, Captain America, and IronMan; 

Mystery Minis X-Men, Spiderman, and Thor; 2 Plushies; 3 T-shirts; Dorbz Ridez Deadpool; Dorbz Guardians of 

the Galaxy Rocket; 2 Lanyards; 1 Keychain; 1 Pint Sized Heroes; 1 MyMoji; 3 Pens; and a Spiderman Bobblehead!

Ken and Heidi Brotman,  Funko Inc.

3053 Star Wars Funko Toy Basket

The force will so be with you when you bring home this out-of-this-world Star Wars Funko Toy Basket for your 

favorite little collector. The basket includes POP!s C-3PO, BB-8, Kylo Ren, Supreme Leader Snoke, BB-9E, 

Chewbacca, and Princess Leia; 4 miscellaneous Mystery Minis; 3 Lanyards; 1 Patch; 2 MYMOJI vinyl figures; 1 

Yoda Pen; 1 Plushie; 2 T-shirts; 1 Backpack; and 1 Pen.

Ken and Heidi Brotman,  Funko Inc.

3054 Funko Toys

Become your kid's favorite superhero when you bring home these superfun collectibles by Funko. Superman 

Wacky Wobbler, Batman Wacky Wobbler, and Pop! Batman could be the perfect start to your child's new Funko 

superhero collection!

Ken and Heidi Brotman,  Funko Inc.

3055 Funko 80's Characters Basket

I'm so sure this Funko basket is totally radical! Bring home your favorite 80's collectibles with Funko's Teenage 

Mutant Ninja Turtles, Masters of the Universe, Labrynth, Fraggle Rock, Ghostbusters, Guns N' Roses, Joey 

Ramone, Jessica Rabbit, Garbage Pail Kids, Golden Girls, BettleJuice, Thundercats, Tron, Mystery Mini, Soup 

The Breakfast Club, Long Duck Dong ("16 Candles"), Bob Ross ("Joy of Painting"), and Nazi ("Seinfeld"). No soup 

for you if you don't bid on this basket!

Ken and Heidi Brotman,  Funko Inc.

3056 Teddy Ruxpin - Official Return of the Storytime and Magical Bear

Teddy Ruxpin is more lovable than ever before and brings magic and friendship to story time with interactive 

technology and features! He enjoys telling tales and singing songs with friends ages 2+, making him the perfect 

companion. Teddy Ruxpin is embedded with innovative technologies that include electronic LCD eyes that react in 

fun and surprising ways and an animatronic mouth that moves whenever Teddy talks or sings. 

Friend of Maret

3057 New Bounce Easy Grip Silicone Ring Support Pogo Stick

Hop, don't walk, to bid on this modern adaptation of the classic toy. Perfect for beginner and intermediate riders, 

this pogo stick is certain to bring delight to hoppers over age 5. It features a metal frame covered in precision-

made foam, replaceable non-slip foot pads, and easy-grip rugged silicone handles to help kids stay in control.

Larry and Lisa Siegel
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3058 VTech Kidizoom Action Cam

Let your little videographer capture his adventures with videos and photos! The Action Cam is a great first video 

camera for kids and is durable enough to handle drops and tumbles - er, not that any of our kids would be 

careless with a delicate electronic device! The Action Cam comes with two mounts, so kids can attach it to their 

bikes, skateboards and more. They can even slide it into the included waterproof case and take photos and videos 

up to six feet underwater!

Michael and Chelsea Johnson

3059 Cozmo

Bring home Cozmo, your kid's new best buddy! Only the coolest robot ever invented! Cozmo is a gifted little guy 

whose got a mind of his own and a few tricks up his sleeve. He's the sweet spot where supercomputer meets loyal 

sidekick. He's curiously smart, a little mischievous, and unlike anything you've ever created. He's a real-life robot 

like you've only seen in the movies, with a one-of-a-kind personality that evolves the more you hang out. 

Henk van Duijnhoven and Michelle  Grace

3060 Tinkertoy Deluxe Building Kit

Remember these? Bring your favorite childhood toy home to your child and enjoy them together! Tinkertoy Deluxe 

Set includes 100 parts in vibrant colors, which little inventors can use to create basic and abstract models. 

Brian Ellis and Jeanette Conrad-Ellis

3061 Electronic Simon Game

This classic 80's game of quick action, memory, and recall is back and has a sleek new look and improved 

performance. The new updated design with an LCD counter keeps track of the score and has single and 

multiplayer modes. Get started and you'll soon find outit's surprisingly addictive! 

Friend of Maret

3062 Set of 4 Classic Handheld Arcade Games

The thrill of the classic arcade games you grew up with-in miniature! Enjoy erstwhile favorites Frogger (obvi!), Pac-

Man, Space Invaders, and Asteroids in full-color and hi-res, with authentic sounds, two control buttons, and a 

back-lit, arcade-style cabinet all in the palm of your hand!

Friend of Maret

3063 Pac-Man Connect and Play-12 Classic Games

Celebrating the 35th Anniversay of Pac-Man, Bandai's Pac-Man Connect and Play brings back your favorite 

classic video games right to your television! The battery-operated old-school joystick connects right to your TV. 

Pac-Man Connect and Play includes 12 Classic games like Pac-Man, Pac-Man Plus, Bosconian, Galaxian, 

Mappy, Super Pac-Man, Galaga, and Dig Dug. Most exciting of all, Pac-Man offers fans the chance to play the 

coveted level once unavailable due to a bug in the program of the original game!

Dr. Sheila A. Smith

3064 Transformers Age of Extinction Mega 1-Step Bumblebee Figure

Join the epic battle between the Autobots and Decepticons with this giant Bumblebee figure that switches between 

robot and vehicle modes in one awesome step! Your child can experience the wow of the fluid conversion you see 

your favorite Transformer characters perform. Just flip to change from robot to vehicle and back. With a firing disc 

launcher included, your child can create exciting Transformers battles, all on a mega-sized scale!

Dr. Sheila A. Smith
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3065 Electronic Retro Baseball Games

The 70's game sensation is back just like you remember, now with improved sound effects. Get ready to pitch, hit 

and run around the bases to score your homerun! This electronic game features one- and two-player options and 

two different play modes.

Danielle and Khashayar Vaziri

3066 Snap Circuits R/C Snap Rover Electronics Discovery Kit

With the Elenco Electronics Snap Circuits RC Rover Kit, your child can build a working, remote-controlled rover. 

Featuring specially designed snap-together electrical components, this innovative kit offers a fun, hands-on 

education in electronics, allowing kids to create rovers and other fun devices by snapping together working 

circuitry.

Friend of Maret

3067 Complete Set of 13 Judy Moody Books

Author, Megan McDonald, great aunt of 5th grader, Luke Weller, will sign a complete set of "Judy Moody" books 

and make them out to your child personally. Also included in this set is a Judy Moody activity book, a Judy and 

Stink Moody adventure, and a DVD copy of the movie, "Judy Moody and the NOT Bummer Summer."

Rachel Weller

3068 Lincoln Logs - 100th Anniversary Tin

A Lincoln Logs Classic, just the way you remember it - Inspired by one of the original LINCOLN LOGS sets. This 

100th Anniversary Tin will evoke nostalgia in older generations and bring happiness to children. The manual offers 

three building ideas: a tall tower, two small houses with a bonfire, and a large cabin. Children can follow these 

guides or mix and match to build their own structures. This set includes 111 pieces to build whatever your 

imagination can come up with.

Richard Gervase and Stuart Delery
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4000 Space Invaders TV Game

No more lost quarters - now you can play your favorite retro gaming classics at home, anytime. Featuring Taito 

arcade classics like Space Invaders, Bubble Bobble, Tube It, Qix, Birdie King, Legend of Kage, Alpine Ski, 

Fairyland Story, Chack n' Pop and Puzznic. Ten games that'll give you 80s flashbacks, all built inside the cool 

controller. Simply plug in to any television - no video game console or software needed. Requires 4 'AA' batteries, 

not included. Ages 5+.

Friend of Maret

4001 Poin2 Chromebook 11

The Poin2 Chromebook 11 is the best value for the money. Poin2 Chromebook provides better experiences of 

watching videos, writing emails, and web surfing. Specifications are screen size - 11.6 inches max screen, 

resolution - 1366x768 pixels, processor - 1.8 GHz rock chip, RK3288 RAM - 4GB DDR SD RAM hard drive, 16 GB 

emcee wireless, and 802.11 arch average battery life 8.5 hours. 

Kyle  Chadwick and Cynthia Rice

4002 Fitbit Charge 2 Heart Rate + Fitness Wristband, Small

Make every heartbeat count with Fitbit Charge 2-the all-new heart rate and fitness wristband built for all-day, 

workouts and beyond. PurePulse continuous heart rate makes it easy to maximize workouts, better track calorie 

burn, and get a snapshot of your cardio fitness level, while all-day activity and auto sleep tracking, lets you see 

how your whole routine adds up. Record your workouts with multi-sport modes to see real-time workout stats on 

screen, or rely on SmartTrack to automatically record select exercises for you. The large OLED display helps you 

stay connected with call, text and calendar alerts, stay active with Reminders to Move, and find moments of calm 

with guided breathing sessions. 

Benjamin Sacks and Carolyn Arpin

4003 Arccos Golf 360 Golf Performance Tracking System

This award-winning second-generation system features 14 sensors-one for every club in your bag. It automatically 

records and analyzes every shot you hit, combining Live Shot Tracking, GPS 2.0 and Tour Analytics to help any 

player make smarter decisions to shoot lower scores.

Ian Cameron and Susan Rice

4004 da Vinci Mini 3D Wireless Printer

The da Vinci Mini 3D measures 6" x 6" x 6" and streamlines its printing function through a single-button print 

design. It provides different colored LEDs to indicate printing conditions.  It can connect wirelessly to your home 

network for easy 3D printing.  Use XYZware with your network and experience its updated slicing precision and 

computing efficiency. It prints with XYZprinting's bio-compostable, non-toxic PLA filament.    

Brian and Donna Malnak
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4005 Jabra Elite Sport Wireless Waterproof Fitness & Running Earbuds

Motivate and track your workout with these Jabra Elite Sport True Wireless Waterproof Fitness and Running 

Earbuds with heart rate, activity tracker, advanced wireless connectivity and charging case (additional 9 hours of 

battery life).  Enjoy 4.5 hours of talk/music time and a comfortable and secure cord-free fit.

Benjamin Sacks and Carolyn Arpin

4006 JBL Clip 2 Waterproof Portable Bluetooth Speaker (Gray)

Stream your music wirelessly via Bluetooth or plug this JBL Clip 2 Waterproof Portable Bluetooth Speaker (gray)  

into any smartphone or tablet with its integrated 3.5mm audio cable for tunes on the go!  This ultra rugged and 

ultra powerful portable speaker is completely waterproof and provides 8 hours of play time, allowing you to take 

your music wherever you go, via land or water.

Saiyid Islam and Senay Agca

4007 Apple Watch 38mm Aluminum Case Sport w/Black Sport Band

Stay connected in style with a 38mm Apple sport watch, which comes in a rose gold anodized aluminum chassis 

with a black sports band.   Designed for users looking for the next generation of connectivity, Apple's Watch 

moves your iPhone's apps and functions to your wrist so you can do more while leaving your phone in your 

pocket.  Apple Watch Sport connects to your iPhone via Bluetooth 4.0 and displays notifications, apps, and more 

on its 1.5" display. It can also connect directly to the Internet thanks to 802.11b/g/n Wi-Fi. The internal battery 

lasts for up to 18 hours of normal use and is recharged with an included inductive magnetic charger.

Richard Gervase and Stuart Delery

4008 Roku Streaming Stick

Winter is coming (actually its already here)!  Binge away with this Roku Streaming Stick (3600R), delivering 

powerful streaming to get your favorite shows fast with smooth and responsive navigation and channels that 

launch quickly.  This new Roku is the only pocket size streamer available with a quad-core processor with 8X 

processing power of their previous sticks.  Provides access to Amazon, VUDU, Netflix, Hulu, Google Play, and 

more plus it's portable for different HDTVs in your home, hotel, and dorm rooms!

Richard Gervase and Stuart Delery

4009 HP Sprocket Portable Photo Printer, X7N07A

Take it from a senior parent, the days are long but the years are short.  Capture every moment that you can with 

this HP Sprocket Portable Photo Printer.  Sprocket lets you create instant 2X3 inch stickable snapshots from 

virtually anywhere.  Take a photo or use one from your device, social networks or from your favorite photo app - 

its compatible with Apple and Android.  Live it, love it, print it - This compact photo printer was made to go 

wherever you do.

Jon and Julie Garcia

4010 Apple iPad Mini 4, 128GB, Wifi, Gold

Spending time waiting for your son or daughter to finish up on the field, court or stage?  The perfect way to keep 

up on the go with reading and/or connectivity is the iPad mini.  This Apple iPad Mini 4, 128GB, WiFi, Gold model 

has a 7.9 inch LED -backlit multi-touch display with 326 pixels per inch and features an A8 second gen chip.  

Includes FaceTime video calling over Wi-Fi or cellular, 8MP photos, 1080p HD video recording, fingerprint identity 

sensor built into the Home button and Bluetooth 4.2 technology and up to 10 hours of battery life.

Jon and Julie Garcia

4011 Tile-Key Finder

Find your things wherever life takes you! The Tile-Key Finder is a key finder, phone finder, anything finder (two 

pack combo).  The Pro Series comes in two unique designs (Tile Sport and Tile Style), both elegant and durable. 

The most powerful way to find all your things, the Tile Pro Series features a 200ft range and is 2X louder than 

other Tiles and is waterproof.

Frank Pietrantonio and Diane Mooney
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4012 SoundPEATS Bluetooth Headphones Q900

Enjoy 10 hours of audio quality with these SoundPEATS Bluetooth wireless headphones (black).  Both earpieces 

include built-in magnets which can attach to each other like a necklace around your neck when not in use. This 

elegant design helps earphones storage and keeps you from getting entangled with the wire. You'll find it 

convenient to carry the earphones around for any outdoor activities, such as hiking, cycling, sports, exercise, and 

more.  

John and Janet Forlines

4013 Nest Cam Outdoor Security Camera - 2 Pack

Meet Nest cam outdoor. It stands watch 24/7, rain or shine. Plugs into power so you never have to worry about 

dead batteries. And sends an alert to your phone when it detects activity. It even lets you talk back through the 

Nest app. This is what an outdoor security camera should be.

Rob and Liz Norton

4014 Sykik Mini Bluetooth Boom Box with Dancing Light Show

This mini boom box is packed with many features. The mirror style, covered light show produces total of 6w RMS 

for your office or music to go. Stereo FM radio. Play your music from smart phone, tablet or other devices, 

wirelessly through easy connect Bluetooth connection, or via aux port and provided cable.

Michael Kirshbaum and Gina  Price

4015 Samsung Gear VR w/Controller 2017 - Limited Edition

The Samsung Gear VR powered by Oculus allows you to enjoy 2D, 3D, and 360-degree content by connecting it 

with your mobile device. You can also view webpages and your own 360-degree images or videos. Connect other 

devices, such as the included Gear VR controller or other Bluetooth game controllers, with the mobile device for a 

more immersive experience.

Jay Ingram and Tammy  Horn

4016 Logitech Harmony Elite Remote Control, Hub & App

Logitech Harmony Elite is the most powerful and intuitive Harmony remote that works with Alexa. It controls up to 

15 devices for seamless control of your entertainment - and your home. The all-new design keeps the best 

features from its predecessors-color touchscreen, motion sensing, and vibration feedback-and adds an improved 

button layout, voice integration, dedicated connected home buttons, and a replaceable, rechargeable battery

Scott and Terri Angstreich

4017 Pyle Sports PHRM56 Heart Rate Watch

The phrm56 is a heart rate monitor watch with several functions. Using the included belt, this watch will display 

your current heart rate while running. It can also show you your maximum and average heart rate on a single 

workout so you have an idea of how your heart is pumping and you can train like a pro using target heart rate 

zones, all built in to the watch. A stopwatch and calorie counter are also included and running at night is no 

problem, thanks to the built in backlight.

Michael and Alexandra Horowitz

4018 Echo Show

Echo Show brings you everything you love about Alexa, and now she can show you things. Watch video flash 

briefings, Amazon Video content, see music lyrics, security cameras, photos, weather forecasts, to-do and 

shopping lists, browse and listen to Audible audiobooks, and more. All hands-free-just ask. Call almost anyone 

hands-free, or make video calls to family and friends with an Echo Spot, Echo Show, or the Alexa App. Instantly 

connect to other Echo devices around your home. Powerful, room-filling speakers with Dolby processing for crisp 

vocals and extended bass response. Play your music simultaneously across Echo devices with multi-room music.

Jane  and Rich Marcus
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4019 Kindle Paperwhite E-Reader in Black

This 6-inch Kindle Paperwhite is the perfect E-reader for travel.  It has built-in lights for easy viewing day or night 

with high resolution display. The single battery charge lasts weeks, not hours. It's also wi-fi compatible. 

Poul and Majda Thomsen

4020 Fuji Classic Instant Film Camera with Extra Film

The instax mini 90 offers advanced features, such as bulb and double exposures, that are attractions of traditional 

analog cameras and offer an enhanced capability to capture light creatively. The instax mini 90 is also equipped 

with new functions and features like macro mode and high performance flash, making this an instant camera for 

every photographer developed under the concept 'NEO CLASSIC.'  And it includes extra film so you can stretch 

your creative side.

Keith and Pamela Larson,  Mike and Susan Lyle

4021 Top 80's Movies

It doesn't get much better than these 80's movies.  Pop some popcorn and snuggle up to watch "E.T.: The Extra-

Terrestrial" and the 30th anniversary trilogy set of "Back to the Future." These are movies you will want to watch 

over and over.

Andrew Cohen and Nicola Goren

4022 Kindle Paperwhite and Case

Highest resolution e-reader display with twice as many pixels as the previous generation, Kindle Paperwhite has 

an improved high-resolution 300 ppi display for crisp, laser quality text. No glare in bright sunlight unlike reflective 

tablet and smartphone screens, Kindle Paperwhite reads like paper. Take home this newest Kindle with a case to 

protect your e-reader when you are not using it.

Dan and Kimberly Claman,  The Craig Family

4023 Spin Back to the 80's

When you're ready to hear what high-end analog really sounds like at an extremely affordable cost, this superb 

plug-and-play 'table is the only one that should be on your radar. By decreasing unwanted resonances, the 8.6" 

carbon-fiber tonearm immediately yields higher fidelity from any LP you play. And to get you started right away, a 

copy of Purple Rain by Prince and Thriller by Michael Jackson. Purple Rain made Prince a superstar and Thriller 

was the best-selling album in US history with 29 million sold. Both albums, though released in the 80's, still 

popular today and remain two of the most exciting albums ever created.

Brian Ellis and Jeanette Conrad-Ellis,  Richard Gervase and Stuart Delery,  Larry and Lisa Siegel

4024 The Clapper Set

Clap on...Clap off...Clap on, clap off - the Clapper!  You sang that, right? Introduce your kids to the coolest gadget 

with the catchiest jingle.  The set comes with two clappers so you can have dualing clappers in your home.

Paul and Ximena '89 DeFilippes,  Randi and Steve Orava

4025 Smart TV & Backlight Set

This 32-inch class HD Roku smart TV has a Roku TV personalized home screen. Dual-band 802.11n Wi-Fi. 3 

HDMI inputs, analog video input, USB port, digital and analog audio output. Digital television tuner. 720p 

resolution. 60Hz CMI. WOW! Did you get all that? But the best part of this TV is the cool LED multi-color TV 

backlights to complete your home theater. The lights are easy to install and will add a cool ambiance for your 

television viewing.

Brett & Zoe Hillman,  Stuart and Bonnie Youngentob
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4026 Two (2) Tickets to Indiana Pacers vs. Washington Wizards on 3/4

Great seats!  Don't miss these center court tickets to watch the Indiana Pacers vs. the Washington Wizards on 

Sunday, March 4 at 6:00 pm at Capital One Arena. The seats are in section 111, row K.  Each ticket includes a 

$20 credit for food and drink.

Andy and Shellie Bressler

4027 Two (2) Tickets to Atlanta Hawks vs. Washington Wizards on 4/6

Enjoy these great seats to watch the Atlanta Hawks vs. the Washington Wizards on Friday, April 6 at 7:00 pm at 

Capital One Arena.The seats are section 110, row C, seats 13 and 14.  Tickets will be sent electronically to the 

winning bidder.

Ken and Heidi Brotman

4028 Four (4) Tickets to Indiana Pacers vs. Washington Wizards on 3/17

Enjoy these four tickets to watch the Indiana Pacers vs. the Washington Wizards on  Saturday, March 17 at 7:00 

pm at Capital One Arena. Each ticket includes a $15 credit for food and drink.

Abe and Dena Greenstein

4029 Michigan vs. Nebraska at the Big House, Ann Arbor

The best of Big Ten football can be yours with two 50-yard line seats for the Michigan Wolverines vs the Nebraska 

Cornhuskers football game at the "Big House" in Ann Arbor Michigan on Saturday September 22nd.  Two round-

trip airline tickets on American Airlines are included. Please contact Andy Bressler before June 1st regarding the 

plane reservations.

Andy and Shellie Bressler

4030 Four (4) Tickets to Winnipeg Jets vs. Washington Capitals on 3/12

Watch some great hockey at Capital One Arena as the Washington Capitals face the Winnipeg Jets on Monday, 

March 12 at 7:00 pm.  The four seats are in the Acela Level.  Tickets will be sent electronically to the winning 

bidder.

Ken and Heidi Brotman

4031 4 VIP Caps Tickets

Rock the Red!  Enjoy four tickets to see the Washington Capitals taking on the Carolina Hurricanes on March 30th 

at 7:00PM.  Seats are located in Section 116 Row C (third row right behind the goalie, aisle seating).  This 

package includes access to the VIP lounge with free food and drink and an Uber credit to and from the game.  

Watch Braden Holtby and the Caps deflate the Hurricanes to a zephyr.   Tickets will be emailed or physically 

transferred. 

Rachel Weller

4032 Four Club Level Ravens Tickets

Are you a Ravens fan trapped in Washington DC traffic?  Here is your chance to head to the Charm City and 

enjoy some AFC Football.   Enjoy watching the Baltimore Ravens from four club level seats on the 35-yard line for 

a mutually agreeable (TBD in August) date/game next season. Includes a parking pass.

Cyrus and Sarju Mehri

4033 Four Nationals Tickets - Club Level

Batter up!  Enjoy four club level tickets to a Washington Nationals game. Watch Max Scherzer  and the rest of the 

team try to repeat their NL East winning ways.  These Section 215, Row C tickets are behind home plate.  Please 

contact the Bresslers by March 15th with your game preference.

Andy and Shellie Bressler
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4034 Two Tickets to Nats vs. Yankees

Can the big boppers from the Big Apple get to the Nats strong pitching? Enjoy two tickets to the Washington 

Nationals vs the New York Yankees on May 15th at 7:05 PM. These Section 212 Row F tickets are on the club 

level VIP. Tickets will be emailed when available.

John and Janet Forlines

4035 Matt Wieters Signed Baseball

Add a unique baseball memorabilia item to your collection with a signed, authentic MLB baseball from four-time All-

Star and two-time Gold Glove Award winner, Washington Nationals catcher Matt Wieters.

Tom Trendl and Jennifer Kaplan

4036 Four Wizards Tickets

Enjoy watching John Wall, Bradley Beal and Otto Porter lead the Wizards to another home victory! Be right in the 

middle of the action with these four center court seats (Row C) to the Washington Wizards for a mutually 

agreeable date.  This also includes a $30 per seat food and drink credit.

Jeff and Charis Keitelman

4037 Limited Edition 2017 Team Signed Laser Football

The 2017 Washington Redskins season was the franchise's 85th season in the National Football League and the 

fourth under head coach Jay Gruden. The Redskins failed to improve on their 8-7-1 record from the previous 

season and were mathematically eliminated from the playoffs after losing to the Chargers. But there is always next 

year! This team laser signed football is a good way to commemorate the 2017 season.

Washington Redskins Charitable Foundation

4038 Autographed Willie Mays Baseball

Willie Howard Mays, Jr., nicknamed "The Say Hey Kid", is an American former Major League Baseball center 

fielder who spent almost all of his 22-season career playing for the New York/San Francisco Giants, before 

finishing with the New York Mets. He was elected to the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1979, only his first year of 

eligibility. Mays won two National League Most Valuable Player awards, ended his career with 660 home runs - 

third at the time of his retirement and currently fifth all-time - and won a record-tying 12 Gold Glove awards 

beginning in 1957, when the award was introduced. Mays shares the record of most All-Star Games played with 

24, with Hank Aaron and Stan Musial.

Jim and Mai Abdo

4039 Autographed Chris Carpenter Baseball

Chris Carpenter is an American retired professional baseball starting pitcher. He played 15 seasons in Major 

League Baseball for the Toronto Blue Jays and St. Louis Cardinals from 1997 to 2012.  A Cy Young Award winner 

and two-time World Series champion, he was also a three-time All-Star selection. In addition, he was twice named 

the Sporting News National League Pitcher of the Year, and voted for a number of Comeback Player of the Year 

awards for surmounting injury.

Jim and Mai Abdo

4040 Autographed Jersey-Drew Brees #9 New Orleans Saints

Since joining the Saints in 2006, Drew Brees has led all NFL quarterbacks in touchdowns, passing yards, and 300-

yard games. Brees has passed for over 5,000 yards in a season five times-no other NFL quarterback has done so 

more than once. He has led the NFL in passing touchdowns four times, and in passing yards a record seven 

times. He was the NFL's Comeback Player of the Year in 2004, the Offensive Player of the Year in 2008 and 

2011, and the MVP of Super Bowl XLIV. Sports Illustrated named Brees its 2010 Sportsman of the Year.

Steve and Carrie VanRoekel
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4041 Autographed Jersey-Joe Flacco #5 Baltimore Ravens

Flacco has been the Ravens' starting quarterback since his rookie season, where he became the first rookie QB in 

league history to win two road playoff games. With Flacco as Baltimore's starting quarterback, the Ravens have 

won the AFC North twice, appeared in three AFC Championship Games, and defeated the San Francisco 49ers to 

win Super Bowl XLVII following the 2012 season. Flacco was named Super Bowl XLVII's MVP, concluding a 

postseason run in which he tied Joe Montana's single postseason record for touchdown passes without an 

interception.

Steve and Carrie VanRoekel

4042 Autographed Jersey-Matt Ryan #2 Atlanta Falcons

After playing college football for Boston College, Ryan was drafted by the Falcons with the third overall pick in the 

first round of the 2008 NFL Draft. Ryan was Boston College's starting quarterback from 2005 to 2007, leading 

them to three bowl victories and a 25-7 record in 32 starts.  In 2007, Ryan led his team to an ACC Atlantic Division 

championship and was named ACC Player of the Year. During his rookie year, Ryan started all 16 games for the 

Falcons and led them to the playoffs with an 11-5 season record. He earned honors as the NFL Offensive Rookie 

of the Year. In 2016, Ryan was the NFL's Most Valuable Player and led the Falcons to Super Bowl LI, where they 

were defeated by the New England Patriots.

Steve and Carrie VanRoekel

4043 Autographed Jersey-Philip Rivers #17 San Diego Chargers

After starting Chargers' quarterback Drew Brees went to the New Orleans Saints following the 2005 season, 

Rivers led the Chargers to a 14-2 record in his first season as a starter. In 2007, he helped the Chargers win their 

first playoff game since 1994 after beating the Tennessee Titans in the wildcard round of the 2007 playoffs and 

eventually leading them to the AFC Championship Game. Rivers has been selected to the Pro Bowl seven times, 

and was named NFL Comeback Player of the Year in 2013.

Steve and Carrie VanRoekel

4044 Autographed Jersey-Tom Brady #12 New England Patriots

Brady has been honored with four Super Bowl MVP awards (Super Bowl XXXVI, XXXVIII, XLIX, and LI), the most 

ever by a single player, has won three league MVP awards (2007, 2010, 2017), has been selected to 13 Pro 

Bowls, and has led his team to more division titles (15) than any other quarterback in NFL history. As of the end of 

the 2017 regular season, Brady is fourth all-time in career passing yards, tied for third (with Drew Brees) in career 

touchdown passes, and third in career passer rating. His career postseason record is 27-10, winning more playoff 

games than any other quarterback, and he has appeared in more playoff games than any player at any position. 

Brady has never had a losing season as a starting quarterback in the NFL. His combined regular-season and 

postseason wins are also the most of any quarterback in NFL history. Because of his accomplishments and 

accolades, many analysts and sportswriters consider Brady to be among the greatest quarterbacks of all time.

Steve and Carrie VanRoekel

4045 Autographed Jersey-Peyton Manning #18 Indianapolis Colts

Manning was selected by the Colts as the first overall pick in the 1998 NFL Draft. From 1998 to 2010, he improved 

the fortunes of the struggling Colts franchise and helped transform them into consistent playoff contenders. During 

his tenure as starting quarterback, Manning led the team to eight division championships, two AFC 

championships, and one Super Bowl title, the franchise's first in over three decades, as well as their first since 

relocating to Indianapolis.

Steve and Carrie VanRoekel

4046 Bradley Beal Signed Basketball

Get this one-of-a-kind basketball signed by Washington Wizards all-star guard Bradley Beal. The basketball is a 

true treasure for any Wizards fan.

Andy and Shellie Bressler
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4047 Bradley Beal Signed Jersey

Don't miss this unique Washington Wizards jersey personally signed by all-star guard Bradley Beal.  The jersey is 

the perfect addition to any sports enthusiast's collection.

Andy and Shellie Bressler

4048 Autographed Nolan Ryan Baseball

During a major league record 27-year baseball career, Nolan Ryan pitched for four different teams: the New York 

Mets, California Angels, Houston Astros, and Texas Rangers. He was inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame in 

1999. Ryan, a hard-throwing, right-handed pitcher, threw pitches that were regularly recorded above 100 miles per 

hour. The high velocity remained throughout his career, even into his 40s. Ryan was also known to throw a 

devastating 12-6 curveball at exceptional velocity for a breaking ball.

Jim and Mai Abdo

4049 Washington Capitals Duffle Bag and Assorted Goodies

For your hockey loving child, enjoy this VIP Capitals duffel bag to store his or her miscellaneous sports equipment. 

Show your devotion to the Washington Capitals and carry whatever you need at the same time! Stuffed with lots 

of fun goodies too!

Seth Berlin and Susan Mayer

4050 Custom Maret Cornhole Boards

Who loves a fun game of cornhole on a Sunday afternoon?  Your favorite Maret frog, that's who! And now, you 

and your family can enjoy this game with your very own custom Maret cornhole boards. This is the third year of 

these custom boards and each year they are a little different, so you will have a one-of-a-kind set. School spirit 

and good times tossed into one.

Charles Potts

4051 Family Fun Day at Dulles Golf Center and Sports Park--First Offering

There is fun for the entire family at this year-round sports complex in Dulles! The gift certificate includes four 

rounds of miniature golf; twelve tokens for the batting cages offering fast and slow pitch; and four buckets of range 

balls for the covered, lighted and heated tee stations.

Dulles Golf Center & Sports Park, LLC

4052 Family Fun Day at Dulles Golf Center and Sports Park--Second Offering

There is fun for the entire family at this year-round sports complex in Dulles! The gift certificate includes four 

rounds of miniature golf; twelve tokens for the batting cages offering fast and slow pitch; and four buckets of range 

balls for the covered, lighted and heated tee stations.

Dulles Golf Center & Sports Park, LLC

4053 Family Fun Day at Dulles Golf Center and Sports Park--Third Offering

There is fun for the entire family at this year-round sports complex in Dulles! The gift certificate includes four 

rounds of miniature golf; twelve tokens for the batting cages offering fast and slow pitch; and four buckets of range 

balls for the covered, lighted and heated tee stations.

Dulles Golf Center & Sports Park, LLC

4054 Family Fun Day at Dulles Golf Center and Sports Park--Fourth Offering

There is fun for the entire family at this year-round sports complex in Dulles! The gift certificate includes four 

rounds of miniature golf; twelve tokens for the batting cages offering fast and slow pitch; and four buckets of range 

balls for the covered, lighted and heated tee stations.

Dulles Golf Center & Sports Park, LLC
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4055 Sports Fan Lunch with Domonique Foxworth

Here's something for the true sports fan who likes to argue, opine and engage around all things sports, especially 

on the gridiron.  Have lunch ( Les Desales, Georgia Brown's or to be decided upon) with media personality 

Domonique Foxworth, former cornerback for the Baltimore Ravens, former head of the NFL player's association, 

former chief operation officer of the National Basketball Player's Association, Harvard MBA and now turned ESPN 

commentator and writer. 

Lonnae  O'Neal and Thomas Reed

4056 Family Membership at St. Albans Tennis Center

Improve your tennis game with this family membership to St. Albans Tennis Center.  The lucky winner and 

immediate family (children must be under 21) will receive season-long playing privileges from March 1-December 

1, 2018. The center has 7 outdoor clay courts and features men's and women's locker rooms. Lessons and clinics 

are available for additional charges. This membership is not valid for current members.

St. Alban's Tennis Club

4057 One Hour Tennis Lesson

Learn tennis from one of Maret's most talented athletes. Nationally ranked senior and Division 1 commit 

(University of Richmond)  Josh Keitelman will coach your Maret student for a one hour tennis lesson at the 

Columbia Country Club or location of your choice. Must be redeemed by mid-August as Josh will be leaving to 

play Division I tennis at the University of Richmond.

Josh Keitelman

4058 One Week of Morning Tennis Camp

Campers age 10-15 spend four hours each morning (M-F 8am-noon) learning tennis skills and fundamentals from 

the Georgetown Prep Tennis Club professional staff. Small teaching ratios guarantee group compatibility, fun and 

learning.  This offer may be used for one week during the 2018 summer camp season.

Georgetown Prep Tennis Club

4059 Two One Hour Private Tennis Lessons

Whether you are a beginner, want to get tuned up for tennis this Spring, or have a little person who wants to learn, 

this is a great item for you! Ben Bogounoff has over 25 years of experience coaching kids and adults. He has 

been the tennis coach at Sidwell Friends, Potomac School, and Georgetown Visitation. It will be a fun and 

productive hour! Offer expires 8/24/18.

Ben Bogounoff

4060 Chandler Stephenson Autographed Game Puck

This special edition game puck commemorates the 100th anniversary of the NHL and is signed by Washington 

Capitals forward, Chandler Stephenson.

Washington Capitals

4061 Drone with Live Video Camera

Has your kids been begging for a  drone? Well, take this one home tonight and surprise them! This drone includes 

a live video feed of your flight that can be displayed on your Android or iOS device with the first-person view. 

Powerful air pressure altitude hold function allows you to release the throttle enabling the drone to hover while 

maintaining its current height. There are too many features to tell you about.  

Newest Technology: 2.4g technology makes it possible to fly several drones at the same time without 

interference.The 6-axis gyro offers extra stability for easy handling and 360 flips.

Tom and Angie Lalor
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5000 SoulCycle Three Series Offering

The SoulCycle method is a full-body cardio workout that incorporates upper body and core exercises with weights 

all set to inspiring music. Guaranteed to change your body. With locations in Georgetown, 14th Street, Mount 

Vernon and West End, you will have no excuse not to make a class or 3!

SoulCycle

5001 Pure Barre DC Package

It's time to shake things up. It's time to challenge yourself. It's time for a stronger you. Every tuck, every hold, 

every step of the way. Push yourself from resolution to revolution. It's time to Raise the Barre. This gift certificate 

is for one month unlimited access to locations in Dupont Circle, Capitol Hill, and Cathedral Commons.

Pure Barre DC

5002 Three One-Hour Personal Training or Private Pilates  Sessions

Whether it's living life to the fullest, overcoming pain or injury, or reaching your peak performance, PULSE Fitness 

is dedicated to getting you there intact. Pulse is built on the principle that you can have it all in one place-top 

instructors who really care, the full range of equipment and classes, multiple fitness studios, and workouts on the 

cutting edge of exercise. So use this certificate for three, one hour personal training sessions or private Pilates 

apparatus sessions.  Either way, you will be on the right track to top fitness.

Pulse Fitness

5003 One Session@Unity Woods Yoga Center

Founded in 1979 by Advanced Iyengar Yoga Teacher, John Schumacher, Unity Woods Yoga Center is one of the 

best known and widely respected yoga communities in the country. The teaching staff, welcoming and 

knowledgeable, is the area's most experienced, comprised of highly trained, certified instructors. Based on the 

teachings of B.K.S. Iyengar, modern yoga's most influential teacher, the classes guide you safely and effectively 

toward better health, serenity, and deeper awareness. This offer entitles you to one session of yoga classes 

beginning in mid-April. There are four sessions to choose from to fit anyone's schedule.

Unity Woods Yoga Center

5004 Solidcore $300 Gift Card

Use this $300 gift card towards any purchase at Solidcore. Solidcore offers a variety of high-intensity, low-impact 

classes that are intense and purposefully sequenced to work your muscles. Classes are small so you will get 

personalized attention during your workout. 

Solidcore

5005 Nailsaloon Pedi-1st Offering

Nailsaloon is place to get superior quality, non-toxic nail care in a hyper-clean environment. This package include 

nail shaping, cuticle care, callus removal, salt scrub, hot cream and oil treatment with a color finish.

nailsaloon
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5006 Nailsaloon Pedi-2nd Offering

Nailsaloon is place to get superior quality, non-toxic nail care in a hyper-clean environment. This package include 

nail shaping, cuticle care, callus removal, salt scrub, hot cream and oil treatment with a color finish.

nailsaloon

5007 Champagne and Chill...Ladies Night at Capital Cryo -- First Offering

Pamper yourself and 9 of your closest friends at Capital Cryo! Experience recovery from a 3 minute whole body 

cryotherapy session, rejuvenation from a CryoFacial and relief from a 10 minute massage by a licensed massage 

therapist, Natalie Moffett Smith (NMS Massage). Champagne will be served! The staff will work with auction 

winner to setup a mutually convenient time/date. www.capitalcryo.com 

Capital Cryo

5008 Champagne and Chill...Ladies Night at Capital Cryo-#2

Pamper yourself and 9 of your closest friends at Capital Cryo! Experience recovery from a 3 minute whole body 

cryotherapy session, rejuvenation from a CryoFacial and relief from a 10 minute massage by a licensed massage 

therapist, Natalie Moffett Smith (NMS Massage). Champagne will be served! The staff will work with auction 

winner to setup a mutually convenient time/date. www.capitalcryo.com 

Capital Cryo

5009 One Night in Deluxe Room at Inn at Perry Cabin by Belmond

Relax in the charm and luxury of the Inn at Perry Cabin by Belmond, a resort and spa on Maryland's Eastern 

Shore. Your one-night stay in a deluxe room (for two guests) includes a $200 resort credit, which can be used in 

the inn's restaurant or spa, or towards sailing or golf.  Valid for one year beginning February 25, 2018; cannot be 

used on holidays or other blackout dates.  

Inn at Perry Cabin,  Luxe Traveler Club

5010 Two Nights Stay at The Phillips Club in NYC

A two night stay in a full service luxury 1 bedroom suite at The Phillips club in NYC, located in the heart of Lincoln 

Center in the Upper West Side. The stay is to be coordinated directly through Rolando and Jacquie Sanz. Dates 

based on availability and expiration is August 31, 2018.

Rolando Sanz

5011 Saturday Night Stay + Brunch for 2 at St. Regis Washington DC

Embark on a captivating journey in the Nation's Capital at the St. Regis Washington, D.C.  Just a two block walk 

from the White House and moments from the city's top attractions. You can enjoy a Saturday night getaway for 

you and your partner and come Sunday, enjoy a scrumptious brunch for two. This offer is based on availability.

Luxe Traveler Club,  St. Regis Washington DC

5012 2 Night Stay@ Sagamore Pendry Baltimore

Defining what's old is new again. Poised in the storied 1914 property on Baltimore's historic Recreation Pier - "Rec 

Pier" as it's known to locals - Sagamore Pendry Baltimore embodies the city's rich history, vibrant personality and 

idyllic harbor setting with character, inspiration and style. This offer includes a two night stay, breakfast for two 

daily in the Rec Pier Chop Shop and drinks for two at the Pool Bar & Grill or The Cannon Room. Offer based on 

availability. Expires 2/23/19.

Luxe Traveler Club,  Sagamore Pendry Baltimore
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5013 Two Night Stay at The 1896 House Country Inn

Set on 17 acres in Williamstown, MA, this historic, upscale lodging and dining getaway is set admidst water 

landscapes, romantic footbridges, and a stately gazebo. Choose from a cozy country guest room with a full hot 

buffet or a romantic luxury suite with a private breakfast and personal chef! Fireplaces, dual spa baths, heated 

outdoor pool and free WiFi! A+ rated food and cocktails at the full service on-site pub. What more could you ask 

for?

Michael and Carrie Oring

5014 One Week Stay at Stowe, VT Home

Soothe your spirit and restore your equilibrium with a week in Vermont's tranquil Green Mountains.  This seven-

bedroom house in Stowe is a perfect family getaway, offering beautiful mountain views and located minutes from 

Stowe Village, Stowe Mountain Resort, a bike path and golf course.  Use of bikes and toys included. Stay is 

Saturday to Saturday; dates must be mutually agreed upon.

Nicholas  and Jackie Perrins

5015 Five Night Stay@Inn At Santa Fe

Find your refuge in the southwest at the Inn at Santa Fe, a tranquil boutique destination surrounded by the 

region's rich history and world-famous cuisine. Stay and relax in the fireplace lounge, soothe tired muscles in the 

sauna or sip a glass of wine by the pool after an exhilarating  day of skiing. Only 15 minutes to Museum Hill and 

the Plaza, two central destinations for exploring the city's finest museums, architecture and the world's greatest 

collections of Native American art. 

Inn At Santa Fe

5016 Day of Fun on the Chesapeake

Bring your family out to Annapolis for a day of Chesapeake fun!  Enjoy crab catching, boat rides, swimming, 

sailing, and delicious food.  The kids will learn about the Bay while having a great time!  Mutually agreed-upon 

date during summer 2018.

Paul and Cathy Williams

5017 Washington Ballet's "Mixed Masters"

Ballet lovers will revel in this presentation of timeless masterworks performed by Washington's own world-class 

ballet company.  Included in the program: George Balanchine's first ballet choreographed in America; Sir 

Frederick Ashton's finest pure-dance classical work; and Jerome Robbins' humorous one-act charade. This pair of 

tickets are available for performances on April 13 at 8 pm, April 14 at 2 pm, or April 15 at 8 pm.  Must be 

redeemed by noon on Monday, April 9.   

The Washington Ballet

5018 Pair of Tickets to Any Keegan Theatre Production

The vision of The Keegan Theatre is to present powerful productions of classic and modern plays and musicals, 

offered to the community at affordable, neighborhood prices.  Their work is fueled by the highest caliber acting 

and design, scripts that put real people out there on the stark edges of life, and a directing approach that honors 

clear, authentic storytelling. Use these two tickets to check out this wonderful theatre right here in D.C.

The Keegan Theatre

5019 VIP Seating for 4 to the Middle School Musical-1st Offering

Get the best seats in the house to watch your budding actor perform in this year's Middle School theater 

production of "The Lion King" on Friday, April 20 at 7:00 pm.  The Lion King is a musical based on the 1994 

Disney animated film of the same name with music by Elton John and lyrics by Tim Rice.

Maret School Performing Arts Department
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5020 VIP Seating for 4 to the Middle School Musical-2nd Offering

Get the best seats in the house to watch your budding actor perform in this year's Middle School theater 

production of "The Lion King" on Saturday, April 21 at 7:00 pm.  The Lion King is a musical based on the 1994 

Disney animated film of the same name with music by Elton John and lyrics by Tim Rice.

Maret School Performing Arts Department

5021 Opening Night of a Round House Theatre Production

Treat yourself (and three friends) to a night out at Bethesda's Round House Theatre!  Choose between two 

acclaimed plays: Athol Fugard's "Master Harold" and the Boys, an exploration of family, race and power set in 

apartheid-era South Africa, and "The Legend of Georgia McBride," a side-splitting comedy set in the Florida 

Panhandle.  "Master Harold" performance on Monday, April 16; "Georgia McBride" on Monday, June 11.  Request 

at least two weeks before chosen performance.

Round House Theatre

5022 Two Tickets to "Camelot" at the Shakespeare Theater Company

Don't miss this brief, shining moment to enjoy the opening-night performance of Lerner and Loewe's "Camelot," a 

timeless love story built around the legend of King Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table.  After the show, join 

the cast and crew for a celebration at a local restaurant. Performance is at Sidney Harman Hall on Tuesday, May 

29 at 7:45.  Must be redeemed by May 15.  

Shakespeare Theatre Company

5023 Gadsby's Tavern Museum &  Apothecary Museum

Take your family and friends back in time with tours of two historic Alexandria institutions: Gadsby's Tavern 

Museum and the Stabler-Leadbeater Apothecary Museum.  Opened in the late 1700s, these businesses were an 

important part of early Alexandria life, counting such luminaries as Thomas Jefferson and Martha Washington 

among their patrons.  A guide to historic Alexandria is included! Tours are only for regular tours during regular 

hours; no expiration date.

Gadsby's Tavern Museum

5024 Let's Go to a Puppet Show!

This is no ordinary puppet show! The Puppet Co. Playhouse in historic Glen Echo Park gives critically acclaimed 

and award-winning puppet shows including hand puppets, marionettes, masks, costume figures and every trick in 

the book to entertain and amaze family audiences.  The offer includes four tickets to a show (or any combination 

of shows) within its regularly scheduled season.

The Puppet Company Playhouse

5025 River Riders Half Day Tubing Trip for 2

Looking to escape the summer heat?  Flat water tubing on the Shenandoah River is just what you need!  River 

Riders is offering two tubing passes for a half-day standard tubing trip anytime between Memorial Day and Labor 

Day 2018.  This trip is suitable for those looking for a relaxing experience.  Children are welcome but must be at 

least 30 pounds.

River Riders

5026 Social Party for Eight at Lucky Strike

What a great way for your child and seven friends to spend a Wednesday afternoon.  They can bowl for two hours 

and this includes the shoe rentals. And they also get a snack of mac & cheese bites for their munchies. This offer 

is good only Monday - Thursday. Package expires November 30, 2018.

Lucky Strike
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5027 Detailed Analysis of Your Portfolio

Alikos Wealth Management, LLC, a registered investment advisor and a BAM alliance member, will provide 

detailed analysis of your investment portfolio and provide independent and objective advice on your investments 

and your long-term financial plan.

Daniel Ryan '11, Peter Ryan, Alikos Wealth Management, LLC

5028 Two Tickets to a Chamber Music Concert at Dumbarton Oaks

Enjoy an intimate evening of chamber music in the ornate setting of Dumbarton Oaks' Music Room.  Choose your 

preferred concert from the 2018-2019 season of the Dumbarton Oaks Friends of Music concert series, which runs 

October-April and brings internationally renowned classical musicians to this elegant venue. 

Christopher Mathews and Elizabeth  Arens

5029 Seeking Sitters Gift Certificate

Need a babysitter for your date night, a housesitter for your weekend getaway, or a pet sitter for your spring 

break?  Seeking Sitters can help!  This one-stop agency can meet all your sitting needs.  This $55 gift certificate is 

good towards sign-up fee or sitting services.  Expires February 24, 2019.  

SeekingSitters Washington, DC

5030 Two-Hour Piano Bar Performance

Pianist Jonathan Tuzman will bring his expansive repertoire of classics from across all genres and eras to your 

backyard, living room or event space to help create an unforgettable gathering for you and your guests.  Package 

includes a two-hour performance and a pre-event consultation to ensure that the performance is perfectly tailored 

to your musical tastes.  Mr. Tuzman can use your piano or will bring a keyboard to venues without a piano. 

Jonathan Tuzman

5031 Jazz Pianist for Your Special Party

Enjoy an unparalleled evening of Tony Nalker, jazz pianist extraordinarie. You can enhance a dinner party or just 

enjoy your own private concert. Tony will play for up to three hours in your home.

Dave and Patti Sulser

5032 Handpainted Limoges Box

Designed and painted exclusively for Maret by artist Jessie Mann, this one-of-a kind Limoges box features a 

portrait of the school on the lid.  This beautiful box would make a cherished graduation gift, and can be 

personalized with your child's name and graduation date at no charge.

Jessie Mann Porcelain

5033 Tiffany 1837 Interlocking Pendant

Proudly inscribed with the year Tiffany was founded, the Tiffany 1837 collection is defined by sleek curves and 

contours.  A duo of interlocking circles adds a modern touch to any look.  This sterling silver and Rubedo metal 

treasure is on a 16" sterling silver chain.

Tom Hentoff and Sally Sloan

5034 Tiffany Paloma Graffiti Arrow Necklace

This sterling silver 18" necklace features Paloma Picasso's own handwriting, this expressive collection was 

inspired by graffiti scrawled on New York buildings.  An arrow featuring her signature Xs form this stunning 

pendant.

Tom Hentoff and Sally Sloan
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5035 Patriot Necklace

Enhance your jewelry collection with a tribute to our country with a pendant necklace celebrating the nation's 

oldest institutions and documents. Combining your celebration for our country with your desire to be stylish, this 

piece will flatter any wearer with it's delicate pearled chain and clasp. www.modernheirloomjewelry.com 

Lee Foster

5036 Healthy Hair Product Basket

Don't you deserve to have beautiful skin and hair this year? Then leap at the chance to acquire this basket of: 

Sulfate free detangling shampoo, tea tree conditioner, Leave-in conditioner with coconut, aloe vera curl definer, 

healthy hair and body oil, twist and curl cream. Also included is a natural hair consultation. Call to schedule your 

consultation with Shaune Morgan at It's Your Hair Co. and delight yourself with the results!

It's Your Hair Co. and Shawne Morgan

5037 Ferris Bueller's Day Off "Save Ferris" Men's T-shirt

Everyone loves the cult classic movie, Ferris Bueller's Day Off! Soft cotton polyester blend features the words 

"Save Ferris" from the movie! Ferris Bueller, you're my hero. 

Richard Gervase and Stuart Delery

5038 "Briar Rose" Thorn Hoop Earrings

Sterling silver hoop earrings from the "Briar Rose" collection, with thorn motif. Handmade in San Francisco by 

alumna Stacey Lorinczi '91.

Lorinczi Jewelry

5039 Set of 14 Recycled Flip Flop Bracelets-Set #1

Handmade by local women in Mali and imported by doublehighfive (founded by a '00 Maret graduate) these chic, 

fair-trade bracelets are made of material recycled from flipflops that wash ashore from the Niger River.  Washable 

and waterproof, they are perfect for mixing, stacking, and gifting!  This set of 14 multi-color bracelets can be 

exchanged for different colors or sizes at no charge.

doublehighfive brooklyn

5040 Set of 14 Recycled Flip Flop Bracelets-Set #2

Handmade by local women in Mali and imported by doublehighfive (founded by a '00 Maret graduate) these chic, 

fair-trade bracelets are made of material recycled from flipflops that wash ashore from the Niger River.  Washable 

and waterproof, they are perfect for mixing, stacking, and gifting!  This set of 14 multi-color bracelets can be 

exchanged for different colors or sizes at no charge.

doublehighfive brooklyn

5041 Set of 14 Recycled Flip Flop Bracelets-Set #3

Handmade by local women in Mali and imported by doublehighfive (founded by a '00 Maret graduate) these chic, 

fair-trade bracelets are made of material recycled from flipflops that wash ashore from the Niger River.  Washable 

and waterproof, they are perfect for mixing, stacking, and gifting!  This set of 14 multi-color bracelets can be 

exchanged for different colors or sizes at no charge.

doublehighfive brooklyn

5042 Hike-of-the-Month Club (Three Hikes)

Tired of the same old boring hikes with your dog?  Join Maret mom Marianne Fay on three Sundays to discover 

new and wonderful hikes in the DC area for your weekend morning jaunt.  Hikes will vary from 3 to 8 miles, from 

1.5 hours to a full morning of activity.  Spouses, children, and dogs welcome!  Hikes will be on the first Sunday of 

the month in April, May, and June.  20 lucky people can take advantage of this new offering at a $50 per person.

Marianne Fay
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5043 Maret Faculty Book Club Sign Up

This much loved part of the Auction returns again this year with six fantastic teachers to lead you into the magical 

world of books in this sought after Maret faculty book club. Sign up now and make sure to nab your spot before 

they fill up. Be one of 25 people to take advantage of this opportunity to be part of this book club. Each spot is 

$200 per person.

Bill Bravman, Kara Kling, Lynn Levinson, Nicholas Michalopoulos, Claire Pettingill, Donte Tates

5044 One Month Membership at Pulse Fitness

Whether you need Strength, Cardio, or a Mind and Body format...take a Pulse Group Xn class and let their 

certified instructors guide you through your workout. Pulse provides Individual attention from program design, 

motivation, nutrition coaching, and challenging you to your highest potential. Whether your focus is rehabilitation, 

body composition, sport performance, or general wellness, let us help you reach those goals.

Pulse Fitness

5045 Potomac Cruise of the DC Monuments Aboard 45' Motor Yacht

This Potomac cruise of the Washington, DC monuments is for 10 guests. The cruise begins at the Washington 

Marina, next to the Tidal Basin, and takes you out to the Potomac River, where you will enjoy a trip upriver past 

Jefferson, Washington, Lincoln, and the Kennedy Center, to Georgetown. We will provide hors d'oeuvres, wine, 

beer, and other non-alcoholic beverages. Your vessel is a 45' Cruisers cantius motor yacht with comfortable 

entertaining space and two restrooms. Your captain is a Maret parent who pours a mean cocktail! Our tour will last 

approximately three hours. The trip must be scheduled at a mutually agreeable time with the captain sometime 

between late-April and mid-October 2018.

David Huebner

5046 Grisal Isola Scarf

Hand knit in luxe cashmere/silk blend, this hot piink scarf is the ideal accessory for every season. Grisal scarves 

are made in Japan of the highest quality cashmere.

BARKLEY LTD. at Foxhall Square

5047 Barkley Limited at Foxhall Square Gift Card

Find the perfect gift for every occasion at Barkley Limited with this $50 gift card. Card expires 12/31/18.  Card 

must be redeemed in full at time of use.

BARKLEY LTD. at Foxhall Square

5048 Family Essentials Oil Kit & Class

This kit of 10 essential oils from Doterra, including Lavender, Lemon, Melaceura (tea tree), Oregano, 

Frankincense, Deep Blue, Breathe, Digest Zen, and On Guard.  Also included, is a class for you and your friends 

at a location, date and time of your choosing. You can even customize the topics we will discuss in the class. 

Class must be held in the DC Metro Area (DC/MD/VA.) Instructor will provide class materials, samples and 

giveaways.  The winner will be responsible for other class costs (food and beverage.)

The Make It Essential Co.

5049 Women's Haircut by Lee Cash

Are you ready to usher in Spring with a new 'do? Take advantage of this offer from Lee Cash at Salon Leau in 

Georgetown. Let Lee freshen up your look for Spring.

Lee Cash
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5050 RTR Pilates Classes

RTR Pilates, a boutique reformer Pilates studio located in Washington DC and the surrounding DMV area, is the 

destination for fun group fitness and reformer Pilates classes. RTR Pilates classes feature dynamic yet safe 

reformer Pilates workouts that challenge both mind and body. The RTR Pilates method is a contemporary 

approach to Pilates and provides engaging reformer Pilates exercises that can strengthen the body, help to 

alleviate back pain and joint pain, and increase flexibility. Use this gift certificate to try them out.

RTR Pilates

5051 One Night Stay at GPH and Dinner at Casolare

Kimpton Glover Park Hotel has it all figured out-close proximity to the best of what downtown DC has to offer yet a 

refreshingly quiet location in a walkable, residential zone of Glover Park. Urban intrigue complements quiet 

comfort in this Kimpton gem that is kid-friendly and health-conscious, too. Enjoy a one night stay and get away 

with your significant other. Then you and two friends can enjoy dinner at Casolare. Casolare, created by James 

Beard award-winning chef Michael Schlow and located in The Glover Park Hotel, brings you the very best of Italy's 

varied coastal cuisines, saving you the airfare, jet lag, and converting dollars to euros!

Brian Friedman

5052 One Night Stay at Carlyle and Dinner at Riggsby

Just three blocks from Dupont Circle's iconic central fountain, this newly revamped Art Deco gem boasts modern 

amenities - from a membership-quality fitness center to fine dining at The Riggsby. Kick back in your fashion-

forward guestroom or explore the District's many highlights - from the swanky shops of Georgetown to the hiking 

trails of Rock Creek Park to next-level nightlife in Dupont, Adams Morgan, and on U Street. And enjoy dinner at 

the Riggsby during your stay.  The restaurant features upscale American cuisine with distinctly European 

influences.

Brian Friedman
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Gourmet Maret

6000 Kindergarten Dessert of the Month

Sweet tooth? Save room for this! Let the Kindie parents' most creative bakers cater to your dessert cravings. From 

March through November, you can enjoy a delicious homemade dessert delivered right to your door each month! 

If you love cookies, brownies, pie, cheesecake, delectable homemade breads, and all things chocolate, then this 

is the basket for you! Mutually agreeable dates and drop off times. Auction representative Kibibi Bonner will 

organize to ensure each baker contacts the winning bidder to set up a delivery time within their designated month. 

Kindie Class Parents

6001 Bourbon and BBQ Dinner for 12!

Do you love BBQ? You don't want to miss out on getting this amazing BBQ dinner (for 12) delivered to your 

house. Dinner will include ribs, barbecue chicken, macaroni and cheese, cornbread, etc. Plus, you'll have a 

selection of excellent bourbons to go with this awesome dinner.

First Grade Parents

6002 Everything but the Turkey Thanksgiving Dinner

A Thanksgiving without stress, really! Second Grade class parents will lovingly prepare all of your side dishes, 

appetizers and desserts. They'll even provide a few bottles of wine, as well. You can look forward to enjoying 

cranberry sauce, carrot ginger soup (or butternut squash), rolls, mashed potatoes, mashed sweet potatoes, 

roasted green beans, spinach shiitake bread pudding, cheese and crackers, crudité and dip, pumpkin pie, sweet 

potato pie, pecan pie and two bottles of wine (one red and one white)! Food will be dropped at Maret on Tuesday, 

November 22nd, 2018 during morning carline. The winner can pick up the feast in the Development Office that 

morning.

Second Grade Parents

6003 The Perfect Mother's Day

Treat the well deserving Mom in your life to the perfect Mother's Day! The day before Mother's Day (Sat. May 12, 

2018), you will receive a basket with everything you need to make sure Mom has a wonderful day and knows how 

appreciated she is. The basket will include: a bouquet of flowers; a gourmet champagne breakfast in bed 

(including coffee, a coffee mug, an assortment of savory and sweet breakfast items as well as fresh OJ and 

champagne); a gift certificate for a manicure or pedicure at Varnish Lane (WDC); and a pass to a local yoga / 

exercise studio (NWDC); and some fun Mother's Day cards and decorations to personalize your gift!

Third Grade Parents

6004 Fourth Grade Mediterranean Dinner for 10

Can it ever get better than amazing food and friends gathering together? Feast on this authentic Mediterranean 

dinner for 8-10 guests. Menu includes a variety of food from countries such as Italy, France, Greece, Turkey, 

Spain and Lebanon. So delicious and so fun! 4th Grade Auction Representative Lydia Haile and Kara Kochan will 

contact the winer to schedule delivery of this dinner on a mutually agreeable date and time.

Fourth Grade Parents
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6005 Fifth Grade - The Breakfast Club

Don't you forget about tea! If you have to spend Saturday in detention with a brain, an athlete, a basket case, a 

princess...and a criminal, you should definitely take this basket of gourmet breakfast items along. Start your 

Saturday detention off right with a variety of jams, honey, maple syrup, smoked ham, Nutella, pancake and scone 

mixes, coffees, teas and, for Mr. Vernon and custodial arts master Carl, champagne. Accompanying coffee press, 

mugs and champagne flutes will make for a Breakfast Club that every Neo-Maxi-Zoom-Dweebie will want to show 

up early for.

Fifth Grade Parents

6006 Sixth Grade Karaoke Party

Come for a fun, beach-themed karaoke party at the beautiful McLean home of Emily and Marc Lampkin. You do 

not want to miss this margarita machine and karaoke opportunity! This wonderful event is open to the entire Maret 

community.  The cost is $50/person. And there are only 50 spots available. Date is set for Saturday, April 14th. A 

perfect opportunity to connect with old friends and make some new ones.

Sixth Grade Parents

6007 Seventh Grade Cheers Themed Cocktail Party for 20

Remember the 80s sitcom Cheers about a group of locals who meet at a Boston bar to relax and socialize? This 

auction item provides you with your own Cheers cocktail party delivered to your front door and ready to go. For 

drinks, we'll include Boston beers, red and white New England wines, and the signature Cheers cocktail drink 

"Screaming Viking" ordered by Norm in a 1987 episode. For food we'll provide New England themed appetizers 

which may include shrimp cocktail, clams, Cape Cod cocktail meatballs, mini lobster rolls / mini crab cakes, 

"Fenway" franks, a Cabot Creamery cheese plate, and others. For dessert, there will be Boston cream pie, apple 

pie and whoopie pies. We'll also include Cheers-colored paper products. Cocktail party to take place on a mutually 

agreed upon date the weekend of May 4th-6th.

7th Grade Parents

6008 Eighth Grade Better Off Dead French Dinner Basket

Who can forget this John Cusack 80's classic. And what could be better than the French Fries, French dressing 

and French bread prepared by Lane's mother in the movie? A delicious French dinner for six. The 8th grade 

parents will provide a meal fit for a Francophile (or a frog!) including cheeses and pate, bread, a French salad and 

entree, and apple tart for dessert. The winner will also get to take home a basket with a DVD of Better off Dead,  a 

selection of French wines, a $40 gift card to Paul café, French roast coffee and a French cookbook.  Dinner 

delivery will take place at a mutually agreed upon weekend date between March 3rd and May 27th.

8th Grade Parents

6009 Ninth Grade Family Game Night Basket

Looking for the perfect opportunity for your family to spend quality time together? Look no further...it's finally family 

game night! Check out this basket filled with everything you will need for endless hours of fun and excitement! 

Start off with classic games like Monopoly, Scrabble, Clue, Yahtzee, Jenga, and Dominos. Next, try your luck with 

a deck of cards and other card games like Uno, Phase 10, Rat a Tat Cat, and Skip-Bo. Master popular games like 

Rush Hour Logic Game, Cranium, Ticket to Ride, and Settlers of Catan. Tackle backgammon and jigsaw puzzles. 

Your family can engage in great dialogue by playing Apples to Apples, Taboo, and TableTopics. The basket 

includes more games to entertain you.  You will also find a hearty supply of snacks and candy along with family-

friendly beverages to keep everyone happy! Enjoy!

Cyndi and Steve Cann,  Brett and Debbie Don,  John and Janet Forlines,  Jesse and Ellen Heier,  Desmond Hogan and 

Melinda Holmes,  Felipe and Nicole Iturralde,  Hugh and Caroline Kaplan,  Walid Khuri and Ellie  Smith-Khuri,  Keith and 

Pamela Larson,  Damon Lewis and Crystala Sewell-Lewis,  Brian and Donna Malnak,  Tom and Lisa McLish,  Ninth Grade 

Parents & Guardians,  Lawrence and Kelli Smith,  Colin Stretch and Alyse Graham,  Dennis Taylor and Gaye Williams,  Henk 

van Duijnhoven and Michelle  Grace,  Kelley Williamson-Allen,  Bahram and Laily Zia
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6010 Tenth Grade Special Family Valentine's Day Dinner 2019

No need to stress out about what to do for your next Valentine's Day. Avoid the restaurant rush. Treat your entire 

family to an amazing dinner in your own home! You will enjoy a delicious homemade dinner delivered right to your 

door on Valentine's Day. Dinner will include appetizers, main course, and sides. Chocolate covered strawberries 

and heart shaped cookies for dessert. We will also include a dozen long stemmed red roses. Auction 

representative Brooke Hurley will organize to ensure that this dinner gets delivered to your house on a mutually 

agreeable date and drop off time.

10th Grade Parents

6011 Eleventh Grade 80s Themed Cocktail Party for 12

Let the radical decade live on after the auction at an 80s themed cocktail party at your own home! Gnarly! You 

provide the Valley Girls and Yuppies, and we'll supply the 80s cocktails (Sex on the Beach, anyone? Long Island 

Iced Tea? Anything with blue Curacao?) and appetizers (Loaded potato skins! Spinach-artichoke dip in a bread 

bowl! Real men eat mini quiche!) Mutually agreeable date with three weeks' notice. Food for up to 12 guests to be 

dropped at Maret the day of a pre-arranged time. Cowabunga!

11th Grade Parents

6012 Twelfth Grade College Bound Basket - #1

Everything the college (or college bound) student needs for dorm living and college life. This luxurious care 

package includes a countertop microwave, memory foam mattress topper, LED desk lamp, oscillating circulating 

fan, and much more.

12th Grade Parents

6013 Savory Chicken Stew Dinner from Marjo Talbott

Marjo's magic extends beyond Maret to the kitchen, where she will whip up her very own chicken stew with 

tomatoes and bacon! This dish has chicken so tender it will melt in your mouth. Includes salad, noodles, wine and 

dessert and feeds six to eight people. Will deliver on a mutually agreeable date.

Marjo Talbott

6014 Culinary Tour for Four

No better way to break that New Year's Resolution than with an insider's gourmet tour of Washington and environs 

with Cynthia Hacinli, Maret mom and Food and Wine Writer for the Washingtonian. Find those culinary delicacies-

the best oysters, dim sum, mezze, salumi, cheese, tacos, barbeque, and pastry-you've always known were there, 

but couldn't locate. Explore various artisanal, farm-to-table markets, cafes, and eateries around town. The date 

and theme of tasting itinerary to be determined by mutual agreement.

Bill Connor and Cynthia Hacinli

6015 Jambalaya for Eight

A Cajun shrimp and andouille sausage jambalaya, as spicy as you want it! This little honey will transport you to the 

bayou! Euweee! C'est tres bon!?

Rebecca Roberts

6016 Persian Feast for Six

The winner of this item will enjoy a sumptuous three-course feast delivered to your door. You will choose two 

items for each course. For appetizers you'll enjoy stuffed grape leaves (Dolmeh-ye barg-e mo) or eggplant with 

traditional whey (Kashk-e bademjan) or yogurt and cucumber dip (Mast o khiar). For the main course, you'll 

choose between fresh herb and lamb stew (Khoresh-e Qorme Sabzi), artichoke and veal stew (Khoresh-e 

articho), celery and beef stew (Khoresh-e karafse) or pomegranate, walnut and chicken stew (Khoresh-e Fesen- 

joon). All main dishes are served with saffron rice, mango pickles, chutney and fresh herbs. Finally for dessert, 

your choice of saffron rice pudding, pomegranate jello, Persian ice cream with rose water or Persian sorbet with 

sour cherries. Wow, what a banquet! To be delivered on a weekend with two weeks' notice.

Mark and Sherri Hatam
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6017 A Whimsical Custom Cake!

Surprise your little one with a custom birthday cake! Maret's own Cake Boss Steve VanRoekel will work with you 

to design and create a custom cake for your next event, or teach you how to make one! Mutually agreeable dates 

and deadlines, please. And fair warning that design-to-creation differences may happen!

Steve VanRoekel

6018 Dinner for 10 by Dahlia & Eli

Dinner for up to 10 people prepared in your house by two of the Six Grade's resident chefs. Dahlia Andrews, 

owner of Dahlicious Catering, and Eli Hoffenberg, contestant on the Food Network's "Chopped Junior" will be 

assisted with service by a crew of classmates. The three course gourmet meal will consist of an appetizer, main 

course with sides, and dessert will be agreed to in advance, with the hosts. Mutually agreed upon date to be 

determined. 

Dahlia Andrews,  Eli Hoffenberg

6019 Homemade Appetizers and Bourbon

Cocktail for 8-10 Savor these exquisite homemade appetizers, including spiced nuts, caramelized bacon, jalapeno 

cheddar crackers and cheese twists, and enjoy all the ingredients to whip up a batch of signature bourbon 

cocktails. Will deliver on a mutually agreeable date with two weeks' notice.

Luke Sobota and Anna  Haglund

6020 Assorted Bars and Cookies

Dig into an array of delicious baked bars and cookies provided by Anna Haglund and Luke Sobota. A perfect 

offering at your next party or family gathering. 2 weeks' notice of the needed date. 

Luke Sobota and Anna  Haglund

6021 Ladies of the 80s Cocktail Party

Calling all Ladies from the Eighties - come and celebrate the 80's! Whether you loved Cabbage Patch Kids, the 

Big Wheel, Atari, Neon, John Hughes, Michael Jackson, Prince, or Madonna - let's get together and listen to our 

favorite songs, enjoy some of our favorite cocktails, and reminisce about those days back in the 80's. So find 

those shoulder pads and grab your leg warmers and join us - we will be psyched to see you!

Thursday, May 10th at 7:30pm 

Party for 30

Abby Schick's house

$50 per person.

David and Abby Schick,  Ted and Sarah Stettinius

6022 Silver Palate Dinner for Eight

It's back to the 80s with the iconic Silver Palate. Cookbook meal for eight featuring Chicken Marbella and including 

hors d'oeuvres, salad and dessert. Mutually agreeable date and pick up or delivery. 

Sally Dunkelberger and David Daniel

6023 It's Academic Dinner for 10

How good is your recall for fun facts? How quick are your reflexes? Wendy Lynch and Bill Bravman, coach of 

Maret's "It's Academic" quizbowl team, together with parents Sally Dunkelberger and David Daniel, will host a 

grown-up quiz bowl party for up to ten people at the Dunkelberger/Daniel home (a mile from Maret at 3229 Idaho 

Avenue.) Everything for a memorable and lively evening is provided: a gourmet dinner, drinks, lock-out buzzers 

and a question set customized for the occasion. Taunting tips and score-sheet manipulations offered on an as-

needed basis. To be held on a mutually agreeable Saturday night. (Winner is asked to provide wine of their 

choosing for the evening).

Bill Bravman and Wendy Lynch,  Sally Dunkelberger and David Daniel
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6024 Chicken-Corn-Chili Dinner

This dinner for ten offered by Janet and Jack Forlines includes chicken-corn chili with toppings, homemade 

cornbread muffins, and a cookie and brownie assortment for dessert. Delivery on a mutually agreed upon date 

and location. 

John and Janet Forlines

6025 Totally Rad Sugar Cookies

Impress your guests with these beautifully hand decorated, customized and delicious cookies! Serve them at your 

next gathering or send them off to someone special. You will receive 2 dozen customized cookies made by Maret 

alum and 2nd Grade aunt, Patti Greenstein. Please call at least 2 weeks in advance of the date when needed. 

Unfortunately, a gluten-free option is not available. Final design to be determined at consultation. 

Patricia Greenstein

6026 Italian Dinner for Six

Viva Italia! A delicious Italian dinner of turkey sausage lasagna, salad, bread and a bottle of Chianti will arrive on 

your doorstep. You'll have all the pleasure of your favorite Italian meal without the work. Presto! Delivered on a 

mutually agreeable date with two weeks' notice.

Charis Keitelman

6027 Monday Dinners Delivered

It may be 'just another manic Monday' but now you can take the night off from cooking! Let our team of chefs 

deliver a home-cooked meal for six people prepared and ready for pickup by 3pm in the Development office on 

five consecutive Mondays. Dates are April 9, 16, 30, and May 7. Dietary restrictions and food preferences will be 

considered. 

Caroline Kaplan,  Janet Forlines,  Jessica Lyn,  Kelli Smith,  Susan Reilly

6028 Sticky Bun Croissant Bread Pudding

A wonderful new offering this year from a new first grade parent, Dondi Dahlgaard.  This special dessert brings 

together all the most wonderful sweets into one fantastic bread pudding. Give it a try, we think you will be lip-

smackin' happpy.

Dondi Dahlgaard

6029 Turkey Chili Dinner for Ten

This turkey chili dinner for ten includes the chili with all the fixins', cornbread, kale salad and toll house cookies for 

dessert. All the work is take care of and you can sit down to a wonderful meal with friends and family.

Dondi Dahlgaard

6030 Two Dozen Donut Muffins

First grade mom, Dondi Dahlgaard, is at it again!  This time with two dozen decadent donut muffins.  Boy, does 

she like her fusion baking!  And we like it too.

Dondi Dahlgaard

6031 Pavlik's S'mores Dip

Fourth grader Pavlik Nikitine will prepare a delicious s'mores dessert you can bake in your oven. Please allow one 

week advance notice. Contains peanuts. 

Pavlik Nikitine '26
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6032 Birthday Cake Pops

How about 24 custom-made cake pops for a child's birthday? And made by this year's Auction Chair, Carrie 

VanRoekel! This family is multi-talented. The design to be developed based on collaboration with the child or 

parent. The ability to deliver on the desired concept may be limited but every effort will be made to achieve the 

creative vision. Two weeks' notice required. Limited to Maret school calendar and excludes school holidays. 

Carrie VanRoekel

6033 Brownies and Cookies for 25

You need an informal dessert for a crowd? These cookies and brownies have been a hit of potlucks, sports 

banquets and admission open houses. Please allow ten days' notice and gtlo coordinate and drop of time and 

place. 

Andy and Shellie Bressler

6034 Mac 'N Cheese for Six-Eight

Whether you go for the classic or opt for a sophisticated update, this ultimate Mac 'N Cheese will not disappoint. 

This classic, comfort food will be delivered to you on a mutually agreeable date with two weeks' notice.

Cynthia Hacinli

6035 Lemonade Cocktail Lesson & Party for 25

Don't miss this fabulous opportunity to learn how to make a variety of lemonades (including ginger, strawberry, 

basil and mint) taught by Levita D. Mondie-a former Maret teacher and current parent. She will highlight the health 

benefits of the featured ingredients, provide recipes, and add spirits to make "grown up" cocktails. The lesson, for 

up to 25 people, can be held at the winner's home or location of their choice.

Levita Mondie

6036 Homemade Granola

Give your day the perfect beginning with this delicious two and a half gallons of honey almond granola, made 

fresh for the auction. These pure ingredients include extra thick oats, almonds, sesame seeds, sunflower seeds, 

coconut canola oil, maple syrup, vanilla almond extract, honey, and cinnamon.

The Braddock Family

6037 Korean Bibimbap for Eight

This signature Korean dish is not to be missed. It includes rice topped with Namul (sautéed and seasoned 

vegetables) and Gochujang (chili pepper paste sliced meat.) Food will be delivered already cooked and ready to 

assemble into bowls. Available on a mutually agreeable date and will be delivered to Maret for pickup.

Na-Rae Ohm Petro

6038 44

This bottle of 44 is a sought after home brew of orange, coffee, and sweet rum that is a spin on the traditional 44, 

a French liqueur made with orange and clove flavors. Parent Emily Estrada crafts her creation with organic orange 

and 44 coffee beans macerated in a giant Mason jar in a liter of sweetened rum for precisely 44 days. Cheers!

Emily Estrada

6039 Pumpkin Cheesecake

This delicious confection easily feeds a dozen at your holiday gathering. Yummy and addictive, it's a must for 

pumpkin lovers! For Thanksgiving 2018, cake will be delivered to Maret on the Tuesday prior to Thanksgiving. 

Please email Marilyn Potts one-week notice prior to confirm pickup.

Charis Keitelman
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6040 Tapas Dinner for Eight

Back by popular demand! Maret Spanish teacher Jaime Estrada has a trick or two up his sleeve when it comes to 

tapas. Senor Estrada will host a tapas party for up to eight people, in his home or yours, with a menu to include 

homemade authentic tapas from Spain, Spanish wine and great conversation. Please specify any dietary 

restrictions when making arrangements. Good through the end of 2018. 

Jaime and Emily Estrada

6041 Nicaraguan Appetizers for your Fiesta!

Savor this delicious platter of taquitos (flauta style) filled with chicken, beef and refried beans, accompanied by 

various dipping sauces like Tomatillo-crema, pico de gallo, tomatillo salsa and a vinegar based cabbage and 

tomato slaw. Last, but not least, toast your guests with a bottle of fine Ron Flor de Cana Anejo!

Alicia Lewis

6042 A Little Turkish Coffee and Fortune Telling?

Curious about what the future might hold?  Savor a famously strong and delicious Turkish coffee and learn more 

about what's in store for you.  Schedule for a mutually agreeable time within a year of the Auction.

Senay Agca

6043 Cake-a-Month for Three Months

Satisfy your sweet tooth with tantalizing treats.  For three months, choose from an assortment of loaf cake 

options, including lemon poppyseed pound cake, pumpkin walnut cake and more.  Mutually agreed date and 

Andrew Cohen and Nicola Goren

6044 Decadent Chocolate Lover's Brownies

Chocoholics rejoice!  These homemade brownies are chock full of chocolate goodness.  Includes two dozen and 

will be delivered on a mutually agreed date with two weeks notice

Susie Wertheimer

6045 "Old School" Keg Party at the Randolph-Sullivan's

Join us in our attempt to recreate our misspent youth! Your ticket gets you the following:

-Souvenir red Solo cup personalized with you name in Sharpie (yours to take home!)

-Full access to the keg of cheap American beer.

-A selection of fine snacks served "dans le sac" (that's French for "in the bag") catered by the Spring Valley CVS.

-Music by Pandora Radio.

Clearly, we aren't taking this too seriously.  We aren't sure we even remember how to tap a keg. Come enjoy an 

evening of beer and chips and a chance to compete for the "Morris Cup" under the lights in our Beer Pong 

Pavilion. Only 50 spots available at $25, so don't miss out!

Remember, if the house phone rings, everyone quiet down...it might be our parents calling!

Date: Saturday, May 26th, 2018

Time: 7 pm

Location: 5034 Overlook Road, NW 20016

Gretchen  Randolph and Erin Sullivan

6046 Twelfth Grade College Bound Basket - #2

Everything the college (or college bound) student needs for dorm living and college life. This luxurious care 

package includes a countertop microwave, memory foam mattress topper, LED desk lamp, oscillating circulating 

fan, and much more.

12th Grade Parents
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Back to the 80's

Wine & Spirits

7000 1st Growth Bordeaux

2004 Haut-Brion  "Open the bottle and you'll find harmony in the glass" - WAS 96  "The structure grows 

increasingly substantial, while the harmony remains, lending the wine mysterious power."  Château Haut-Brion is 

one of the five First Growth wines of Bordeaux, and the only one from Graves.  Located on two hillocks gravel 

over clay and sand in Pessac for a classic Graves terroir.   This wine has wonderful aromas of dried flowers, 

currant, berries and mineral.  Full-bodied, yet reserved and refined.  Lovely texture, with a pure silk feel. Seamless 

and beautiful.  Great length.  Best after 2012.  Drink it tonight?

Chris Schroeder and Sandy Coburn

7001 The Power of ONE

Opus One 2014  "Mesmerizing aromas of flowers, bark, currants and blackberries. So perfumed. You just want to 

smell it. Exquisite tension and finesse with an almost Burgundian texture, yet it's Napa in its soul with ripe fruit, 

stones, spices and Chinese tea leaf flavors. Savory and delicious.  Drinkable but better in 2020. (JS) 97 points!

Arden and Muriel Wilkins

7002 Game ON

Chateau Pontet-Canet 2010  An astounding, compelling wine with the classic Pauillac nose there are also some 

violets and other assorted floral notes. The wine has off-the-charts massiveness and intensity but never comes 

across as heavy, overbearing or astringent.   Talk about an estate that is on top of its game!  The freshness, laser-

like precision, and full-bodied, massive richness and extract are simply remarkable to behold and experience. It is 

very easy, to become jaded tasting such great wines from a great vintage, but it is really a privilege to taste 

something as amazing as this. (RP)   100 Points, Robert Parker, The Wine Advocate

David Burton and Anne Chrun

7003 This is MAJOR

Chateau Smith-Haut-Lafitte 2009  "The finest wine ever made by proprietors Daniel and Florence Cathiard, the 

2009 Smith-Haut-Lafitte exhibits an opaque blue/purple color in addition to a glorious nose of acacia flowers, 

licorice, charcoal, blueberries, black raspberries, lead pencil shavings and incense. This massive, extraordinarily 

rich, unctuously textured wine may be the most concentrated effort produced to date, although the 2000, 2005 and 

2010 are nearly as prodigious. A gorgeous expression of Pessac-Leognan with sweet tannin, emerging charm and 

delicacy, and considerable power, depth, richness and authority, it should age effortlessly for 30-40+ years. 

Bravo!" (RP)

Kevin and Laura Hardy

7004 Seriously Unparalleled

Giodo, Brunello Di Montalcino, 2010, (Italy) 100 points! -signed by the Maestro himself  "This is a phenomenal 

Brunello from the personal vineyard of famous consulting enologist Carlo Ferrini. It shows such a richness and 

depth that I have seldom found in pure sangiovese. Full-bodied, yet balanced and dense, it shows so much 

cherry, floral and minerally character. Citrus, too. It was aged 24 months in used 500-liter oak barrels." James 

Suckling.

Phil and Cindy Major
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7005 If You Can Dream

Bolgheri Sassicaia, 2011 (Italy) Ripe black cherry and blackberry flavors pick up accents of rosemary, mineral and 

spice in this red. Concentrated and intense, fresh and focused, leaning toward black currant and cedar notes on 

the solid finish.  Robert Parker is "charmed by this vintage. Soft cherry and blackberry confit emerge from the 

bouquet in thick, luscious waves. Leather, spice and tar play supporting roles. The wine offers a generous and 

expansive style. It also shows impressive balance and coherent inner integrity. This vintage certainly bears the 

hallmarks of a hot vintage, but it never feels overdone. It delivers volume, intensity and rich texture. This Sassicaia 

is a wine of enormous craftsmanship."  WS 95pts

George and Sally Akel

7006 Spettacolare!

Antinori Solaia  2013  The kind of complexity that is best admired as the wine shifts and evolves in the glass. The 

textual impact is also impressive-you feel the inherent power and the structure, but these elements are never 

overdone. The best is yet to come; this Solaia is built for long cellar aging. 97+. Robert Parker, The Wine Advocate

Tom and Lisa McLish

7007 Sei magnifico!

Tenuta Dell'ornellaia Ornellaia Bolgheri Superiore 2013 The bouquet is very developed in terms of aromas this 

year with beautiful notes of dark fruit, tobacco and spice. Those perfumes are just gorgeous. The mouthfeel is 

similarly intense with tannins that are still young, but are already silky and linear in nature. This vintage promises a 

long aging future. 96 Points, Robert Parker, The Wine Advocate 

Lauson Green '84 and Christine Lehman

7008 The Insignia

Joseph Phelps Insignia 2014   It is another beauty, with the oak well-disguised by the extravagant fruit extract. 

Drink it over the next 30+ years.  "The 2014 Insignia is shaping up to be one of the surprises of the vintage. A rich, 

explosive Insignia, the 2014 exudes pedigree. A host of dark red cherry, plum and pomegranate notes make a 

strong first impression. Bright, vibrant aromatics add lift, while beams of salinity contribute to the wine's energetic 

personality. "   96 Points, The Wine Advocate.

Lauson Green '84 and Christine Lehman

7009 California Spectacular

A spectacular effort, the 2010 Pinot Noir La Caprice is one of the most complex Pinots I have ever smelled. 

Resembling a great grand cru from the Domaine de la Romanee-Conti, it offers up aromas of rose petals, wild 

strawberries, black raspberries, forest floor and Chinese black tea. This full-bodied, rich Pinot has an undeniable 

Cote de Nuits personality as well as an amazing finish. (RP) 98

Lauson Green '84 and Christine Lehman

7010 Fantastico Per Due

Tenuta Cucco, Barolo, Riserva 2010; This cru is the jewel in the company's crown. The fruity aspect then 

emerges, recalling shrivelled blackberries and pressed sour black cherries.  Full, harmonious, warm savour, with a 

slightly dry and complex finish.  

Flaccianello, Della Pieve, 2014  Bright, ruby red in color. The bouquet opens with ripe, dark cherries, violets and 

plums, complemented by a hint of spice. This wine has wonderful structure and the palate is typically rich and full 

with characteristic fine, supple tannins. The finish is flavorful and persistent.

Ib Benoh and Andrea Akel,  Bob and Jennifer Ward
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7011 Jewels of Bordeaux

2008 Chateau Pontet-Canet 96 points Robert Parker's Wine Advocate: "A candidate for the wine of the vintage, 

Pontet Canet's 2008 boasts an opaque purple color as well as copious aromas of sweet blueberries, blackberries 

and black currant fruit intertwined with lead pencil shavings, subtle barbecue smoke and a hint of forest floor. 

2008 Cos Destournel 95 points Wine Enthusiast: "This big, smoky wine has great richness and a big, 

concentrated structure. The feel is dark, solid, based on spice, new wood and ripe black plums touched with red 

berries, the tannins sheltering beneath." 

2005 Calon Segur a captivating nose: blackberry and boysenberry fruit coming at you at full pelt; dried blood and 

bacon fat developing as secondary aromas just behind. There is fine delineation here - an underlying mineralité 

sure to surface with time.

Chris Schroeder and Sandy Coburn

7012 The Wonder Years: Vertical Brunello di Montalcino

This item provides a unique opportunity to experience a vertical tasting of four consecutive years of an incredible 

Brunello di Montalcino: 2001, 2002, 2003, and 2004.  Famous for its bold, layered and long-lived red, the Brunello 

vineyards of Montalcino blanket the rolling hills surrounding the village, which fan out at various elevations.   The 

Brunello Sangiovese grape offers the perfect intersection of bright fruit and savory earthiness.   Sangiovese is the 

backbone variety in Tuscany and reaches the height of its power and intensity in the complex, long-lived Brunello 

di Montalcino.

Dan Fiore and Morgan Buckli

7013 Three's Company with Three Fine French #1

Caroline Parent Gevrey Chambertin 2014. : As Robert Parker says "This famous firm, founded in 1650, has one of 

the highest reputations in Burgundy", Powerful yet elegant, this wine shows predominantly cherry, black currant, 

and raspberry aromas supple, discreetly tannic and low in acidity.

Leoville Las Cases 1997: One of the oldest in Medoc. The fruit is harvested by hand. This saturated purple-

colored wine possesses remarkable chocolatey, cassis-scented aromas, and dense medium to full-bodied flavors 

with a superb inner-core of fruit. Purity, balance, and super-concentration and intensity are hallmarks of this 

remarkable wine.  

Chateau Monbousquet  1998   The final blend, 60% Merlot, 30% Cabernet Sauvignon, and 10% Cabernet Franc, 

was bottled unrefined and unfiltered after 18 months in 100% new oak, with aging on the lees. It boasts a 

saturated plum/purple color in addition to an exotic bouquet of Asian spices, plum liqueur, prunes, and 

blackberries. Extremely full-bodied, unctuously-textured, structured, and well-defined.

Massimo Calabresi and Margaret Emery

7014 Righteous Red

Gaja Sugarille Brunello di Montalcino 2010 The Gaja family's 2010 Brunello di Montalcino Sugarille opens to 

striking intensity and beauty that is apparent even as you pour the wine from the bottle. The wine's appearance is 

dark and so perfectly saturated with dark garnet and ruby highlights. On the nose, it shows infinite aromas of dark 

fruit, plum, dried figs, licorice, grilled herbs, cola and so much more. The complexity is outstanding. The Sugarille 

single vineyard delivers power and structure that gives this wine such a firm presence on the palate. But you also 

get a great sense of the quality of fruit that was harvested in 2010. RP 96

Steve and Carrie VanRoekel
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7015 Brandy

Francis Darroze Unique Collection Domaine de Martin Bas Armagnac, France. Armagnac is distinctive because of 

the way it is distilled just once in a continuous still known as an alembic armagnaçaise. One of its virtues is that it 

is portable, so it can travel around to small properties. The spirit that emerges retains more character and with 

aging becomes marvelously nuanced. Much of Armagnac is made in such minute quantities that it's never 

exported.  Some brandies are aged and bottled by negociants. One of the best houses is Darroze, which began 

when local restaurateur Francis Darroze began scouring the countryside for Armagnacs tucked away on small 

farms and estates.  The company is now run by his son Marc, who has continued the practice of buying from small 

producers and aging the Armagnac in the firm's own chais (aboveground cellars), often for decades. Vintage 

Armagnacs are bottled with the individual estate's name on the label.

Doug and Maureen Webster

7016 Bourbon Tasting

Elijah Craig Barrel Proof Small Batch Each batch of Elijah Craig Barrel Proof is an uncut Small Batch of 12-year-

old Bourbon bottled straight from the barrel. The variance in proof from batch to batch presents a unique 

opportunity to explore the impact of the angel's share and the resulting proof in a small batch of barrels.

Michael McCaughan and Holly Mead

7017 Jefferson's Selection

Jefferson's Grand Selection Chateau Pichon Baron. "Ridiculously" small batch bourbon.   Hand selecting a limited 

number of Pichon Baron barrels (one of Jefferson's favorite wines), refilling them with Jefferson's Reserve 

bourbon and extra aging them created a one-of-a-kind whiskey that combines the robust flavors of the Bordeaux, 

the wood notes of both American and French oak and the grain of a premium bourbon in a delicious, complex and 

balanced final product.

Hugh and Caroline Kaplan

7018 Whistle Pig

This 86-proof 12 year-old Rye Whiskey is a marriage of whiskeys aged in New American Oak and ingeniously 

finished in Port (7%,) French Sauternes (30%,) and Madeira casks (63%). We've taken the elements that are most 

quintessential in an American rye - boldness and character - and fused them with the elegance and grace of an 18 

year old Scotch.

Doug and Maureen Webster

7019 Top Gun Barolo

Sandrone Barolo Le Vigne 2011  The 2011 Barolo Le Vigne is an opulent and shapely wine with a point of extra 

cherry softness.   Sweet, silky and exceptionally polished in the glass it is a wonderfully tight and polished young 

red with dark berry, plum and citrus character. Roses too. Full body, firm tannins and a bright finish.   The floral 

notes, bright red berries, subtle spices and mint are all laced together nicely in the glass.  94-96 Points

Larry and Lisa Siegel

7020 Tuscan Heart

Antinori Guado al Tasso Superiore 2013  This is an excellent wine that shows its winemaking pedigree, but make 

no mistake: It is a proud Tuscan at heart.  "This is a very sleek and racy wine with lots of stone, white pepper and 

fresh rosemary character.  Then takes off with dried ripe fruits such as currants and blueberries. Dark chocolate 

too. This a real mouthful yet remains agile and powerful. Linear and long finish. Great precision. Best ever from 

Guado al Tasso? "  JS 97pts RP 96pts

Robin Kane and Melissa  Lavinson
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7021 Pretty in Pink

Chateau D'Esclans  Garrus Rose 2015 Amazing aromas of lilac flowers and roses.  White peaches and fresh 

pears.  Full body, tight and compacted with amazing depth and finesse.  This is a serious wine with a lighter 

brighter side. Its wood aging adds spice to the ripe red fruits and brings out the concentration and intensity. It is, in 

its way, an unexpected side of Provence rosé, emphasizing richness and complexity.  This is a great wine - ready 

to drink now but that is likely to improve for many years ahead.  

Jim Sack and Suzanne Lemley

7022 Gobsmacked France

Chateau Duhart-Milon 2010 Dense purple, with classic notes of cedar and lead pencil shavings as well as gobs of 

back currants and licorice, the wine has a full-bodied mouthfeel with fabulous precision and density. It also 

possesses a long, silky finish with moderately high tannins, but they are ripe and well-integrated. The wood is 

clearly pushed to the background in this dense, full-bodied Pauillac, which should drink beautifully for 30+ years. 

96 Points, Robert Parker, The Wine Advocate

Benjamin Sacks and Carolyn Arpin

7023 Thriller

Ferrer Bobet, Seleccio Especial, Vinyes Velles, 2011 is a truly beautiful wine from Spain.  An opaque color is a fair 

warning of what's to come: namely rubbery minerally black-fruit aromas that scream old vines. In the mouth, this 

blocky Carignan is flush and shows wall-to-wall saturation. Wild aromas of mountain herbs, blueberry and 

boysenberry finish sinewy and with spicy minerally black-fruit leftovers.  Drink through 2023. WA 95pts

Greg Love and Jennifer Morris

7024 The Beguiler France

Chateau Lynch-Bages 2014 This has beguiling hints of plum cake and melted licorice peeking out, while a core of 

cassis and blackberry confiture waits in reserve. There's ample grip, but this remains very polished and integrated, 

with lovely echoes of anise and fruitcake showing through the very lengthy finish. Will be hard to keep your hands 

off this while it ages.  Wine Spectator, 94 Points

Benjamin Sacks and Carolyn Arpin

7025 Power Couple

Chateau Batailley, Grand Cru Classe, Pauillac, 2005; Purple garnet. Lovely Pauillac nose of leather, cedar, fig, 

vanilla, ripe blackberries and white pepper. The palate follows thru. Soft, smooth and very well balanced. Earthly 

and mineral touch. Silky tanninns and a long finish. It has a good 10 more years in it, but close to its peak it drinks 

heavenly good at this point.

Joseph Faiveleley, Gevrey-Chambertin, 2010 Light colored and fruity, this is all about red fruit-its structure and 

firm tannins coming out slowly. This village wine demonstrates the richness of the appellation, showing a fine 

balance between its ripe fruit and its smoky, dry, tannic core.

Christopher  and Amanda Mills
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7026 The A Team:  Three Fine French #2

Leoville Las Cases 1997: One of the oldest in Medoc.   The fruit is harvested by hand. This saturated purple-

colored wine possesses remarkable chocolatey, cassis-scented aromas, and dense medium to full-bodied flavors 

with a superb inner-core of fruit. Purity, balance, and super-concentration and intensity are hallmarks of this 

remarkable wine.

Chateau Monbousquet 1998: The final blend, 60% Merlot, 30% Cabernet Sauvignon, and 10% Cabernet Franc, 

was bottled unrefined and unfiltered after 18 months in 100% new oak, with aging on the lees. It boasts a 

saturated plum/purple color in addition to an exotic bouquet of Asian spices, plum liqueur, prunes, and 

blackberries. Extremely full-bodied, unctuously-textured, structured, and well-defined.

Chateau De Sales 2010: A juicy, well-toasted and forward style, with vanilla and anise up front, followed by 

medium-weight plum sauce and linzer torte flavors that glide through the polished finish.

Esayas Tekle and Lydia Haile

7027 Sweet Dreams: Three Fine French #3

Chateau Pontet Canet Bordeaux Blend 2003: From Robert Parker, "The spectacular 2003 Pontet Canet is still 

incredibly young and vigorous. This full-bodied classic boasts a dense purple color as well as a superb nose of 

graphite, creme de cassis, forest floor, licorice and a hint of truffles, low acidity, and extravagant richness. Most of 

the tannins have been resolved in this superstar of the vintage." 

 J de Telmont O.R. 1735 Brut 2004:  Magnificent yellow-gold. The nose gradually unfurls with aeration and 

expresses super ripe fruit aromatics, bordering on jammy. Very full and silky on the palate with aromas of candied 

lemon and dried fruits. A gastronomic Champagne.

Caroline Parent Vieilles Vignes: Creamy, boasting peach, hazelnut, lemon and butterscotch flavors, with hints of 

spice. Shows harmony and finishes with bright acidity and lingering citrus and spice notes.

Brian and Sara Macauley

7028 Four Fab French

Domaine Parent Les Chaponnieres  2010: This beautiful Burgundy showcases impressive aromas of deep, dark 

fruit. Plush, very silky with wonderful mouthfeel and soft tannins.

Caroline Parent Vosne Romanee 2008: As Robert Parker says "This famous firm, founded in 1650, has one of the 

highest reputations in Burgundy", Powerful yet elegant, this wine shows predominantly cherry, black currant, and 

raspberry aromas ..supple, discreetly tannic and low in acidity. 

Pavie Macquin Grand Cru 2003: This tremendous terroir has been brought back to life over the last 15 years ..this 

wine boasts an opaque purple color along with a gorgeous nose of blackberries, smoked meats, licorice, incense, 

and barbecue spices..huge extract, high tannin, low acidity, and formidable power.

Domaine Saint Francois Blanc Les Hates 2012: This Burgundian Chardonnay is clear and brilliant, fresh and 

vigorous on the palate with mineral and floral nuances. 

Amy and Bob Hill

7029 The Golden Girls

Oliver Leflaive, Puligny-Montrachet, 2012;Puligny Montrachet is sourced from 21 separate plots throughout the 

appellation. The unique characteristics of each plot combine in the bottle to provide a wine of great richness, 

complexity and age ability.

Cuvee Silice, Pouilly Fume, 2014 Sauvignon Blanc from Pouilly-Fumé is characterized by an unmistakable smoky, 

flinty aroma-indeed, "fumé" means "smoked" in French. The wine is crisp and light on the tongue, with flavors of 

Meyer lemons and limes.

Jose Merino and Julieta Caride
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7030 Family Ties:  Four French Finds

Domaine Saint Francois Blanc Les Hates 2012 This Burgundian Chardonnay is clear and brilliant, fresh and 

vigorous on the palate with mineral and floral nuances. Its aromatic expression features notes of bracken and 

hazelnut, while exuding aromas of white-fleshed fruit (peach, pear) and fresh almonds, intensified by hints of 

limestone. Chateau Olivier Semillon 2011 The color is pale yellow glitter. The wine is rich with a lively freshness 

and complexity, with notes of citrus and white peach. Chateau Olivier Bordeaux Blend 2011 With a black purple 

robe this wine is a soft and generous with nice notes of spice and balsam wood. The wine is long, with beautiful 

aromas of black fruits, violets, tar and tobacco.   A beam of red and black currants comprises its core, with subtle 

layers of spice over its structured finish. Caroline Parent Chambolle Musigny 2008  As Robert Parker says "This 

famous firm, founded in 1650, has one of the highest reputations in Burgundy", and in generations past, they sold 

wine to such luminaries as Thomas Jefferson.  Today, under the guidance of Caroline Parent, this winery is 

winning major awards for its Burgundies.  In its youngness, this wine shows violet and red fruit aromas. With age, 

notes of ripe fruits and spices, like prunes, truffle, and undergrowth develop.

Christopher and Jenny Krese

7031 Bubbly

Three bottles of sparkling wine from Champagne, France.  Associated with luxury, celebration, and romance, 

Champagne is home to the world's most prized sparkling wine. In order to be labeled 'Champagne'  a wine must 

originate in this northeastern region of France and adhere to strict quality standards.   It was here that the 

traditional method of sparkling wine production was both invented and perfected, birthing a winemaking technique 

as well as a flavor profile that is now emulated worldwide. Well-drained limestone chalk soil defines much of the 

region, lending a mineral component to the wines.   Cheers!

Dan and Laura Atchinson

7032 St-Émilion's Fire

Three bottles of highly rated St-Émilion red.  St-Émilion has the longest history in wine production in Bordeaux-

longer than the Left Bank-dating back to an 8th century monk named Saint Émilion who became a hermit in one of 

the many limestone caves scattered throughout the area.  The 2014 Barde-Haut Dark cherry, mocha, spice, 

leather and tobacco flesh out in the glass. Effortless, supple and nicely layered, this vintage hits all the right 

notes.  The 2009 Moulin du Cadet has raspberry and blackberry fruit flavors, pushed by dense, but creamy, 

structure.  2014 Le Murmure de Larcis-Ducasse is soft, precise and elegant. All of the sensuality that makes 

Larcis so compelling.

Dave and Patti Sulser

7033 Let's Dance

Three bottles of highly rated white from Burgundy.  2013 Domaine Bruno Colin Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru 

"Vergers" Firm, taut and linear, with flavors of white peach, apple, lemon and spice fused to the frame.  2016 

Domaine Renaud Pouilly-Fuissé Vieilles Vignes, from vines between 55 and 80 years old, has an attractive, quite 

strict bouquet with citrus lemon and apple blossom aromas, an underlying mineralité coming through.  2015 

Domaine Saumaize-Michelin Pouilly Fuisse "Clos Sue La Roche" has a clean and precise, stony, mineral-driven 

bouquet that is supremely well focused and seems full of energy and promise.

Fred Turner and Anne  Lee
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7034 Jewels of Brunello de Montalcino

Caparzo La Casa 2006 Blackberries, licorice and dried flowers on the nose. Full bodied, with velvety tannins and 

lots of fruit. Whole and complete. This is balanced and really beautiful. JS 95 pts Il Poggione 2004 is awesome. 

This finessed, regal Brunello flows onto the palate with seamless layers of perfumed fruit framed by silky, finessed 

tannins.the sheer pedigree of this Brunello is unmistakable. The elegant, refined finish lasts an eternity, and subtle 

notes of menthol, spices, licorice and leather add final notes of complexity.  RP 95pts Tenuta Nuova Casanova di 

Neri 2007 #4 on Wine Enthusiast's Top 100 Wines of 2012* Gorgeous, opulent and rich, Tenuta Nuova is an 

unforgettable wine. It has body, power, persistence and loads of plush personality. It is layered with chocolate, 

cherry, blackberry, spice, leather and savory notes. There's a deep mineral layer as well. Compelling and lovely. 

WE 97pts

Chris Schroeder and Sandy Coburn

7035 Tuscan Sun

Tuscan Sangiovese.Four bottles of Fattoria Resta Martin Del Nero 2015.  "Bright ruby with lovely red cherry note 

and hint of oak, which carries over to the palate." The 2015 vintage rates the best of this wine.  From a small, 

woman-owned vineyard in Buonconvento. 

Mary McCann

7036 Untouchably Fine Italian Wine

Look at these lovely five gems: Cantine Antonio Ferrari - Solaria Jonica 1959 bursts with flavors of raisins, 

chocolate and licorice. The stunning, lavish, ruby-red Solaria Jonica has fifty years of age on it, yet it remains 

astoundingly vibrant;  Avignonesi - Riserva Grandi Annate 2003 (2 btls) This wine was #22 in Wine Spectator's 

Top 100 Wines of 2008, 95 points and Highly Recommended; Avignonesi - Riserva Grandi Annate 2004 (2 btls) 

Incredibly well settled out and integrated, lovely fruit with cranberry and black raspberry undertones, good 

viscosity, and a long finish of anise and earth.

Colin Stretch and Alyse Graham

7037 Outstanding Italian Wines

Latour a Civitella, Grechetto, 2015: Spectacular weight, balance and finesse. The nose is deceptively subtle, with 

fresh herb, celery and some background slightly oxidised fruit. There is gorgeous richness and texture on the 

palate. Spicy, herbal orange fruit, tropical notes and layers of stony minerality lead to an immense finish 

dominated by ripe apple. And Ravello Blanco, Costa d'Amalfi, 2016: Pale straw yellow colour with greenish hues 

and a characteristic fruity aroma mixed with floral notes. Balanced flavour sustained by a slightly acidic note, 

which enhances aromatic freshness.

Mark Odom '83 and Elizabeth Odom

7038 Italian Bonanza

So much to choose from: Poderi Aldo Conterno Nebbiolo; LAnticaCantinaRose 2016 (2 btls) A delicate, nuanced 

rose made from Sangiovese grapes, with a salmon pink color and aromas of fresh red berries.; Salatin Prosecco 

Extra Dry NV (2 btls) Soft with gentle bubbles and fruit flavors of peaches and green apples, pears and spring 

flowers. Very smooth, very easy drinking; Serenessima Pinot Grigio 2015 (2 btls) yellow, straw-like color with 

slightly greenish tints. The nose is delicate, with aromas of apples and fig. On the palate it is dry, velvety, and 

fruity with a lingering finish of bitter almond; Terre Piane Chardonnay 2012 (2 btls) classic straw yellow color and 

aromas of golden delicious apples and fragrant pears.  These flavors continue on the palate, with a hint of 

minerality and lively acidity; Pogetto Luceres Toscano 2006 (2 btls) has an intense ruby red color with an 

outstanding bouquet. It has a smooth and soft taste with a fruity and easy finish with flavors of cherries and 

currants layered over integrated wood spice.  

Larry and Lisa Siegel
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7039 Two Italian Roses that Rise Far Above

Marisa Cuomo, Costa d'Amalfi, 2015: Intense crimson tinged with dark purple. Shy nose of red fruits showing 

medium focus. Powerful, profound, velvety palate framed by a robust structure, touches of exotic wood and fine 

spices. Lots of fieriness. Needs time to mature. And Casanova Della Spinetta, Tocsana, 2016: salmon, petal like 

with orange reflections spicy character with sliced ripe peaches, chalk and dry fruit complex and full body, but very 

crisp and clean. Extremely flavorful yet agile, sexy and fresh.

Mark Odom '83 and Elizabeth Odom

7040 Totally Prosecco

Three bottles of Italian Proseccos that will save the day.  Known as Italy's "everyday champagne," Prosecco is a 

delightful way to celebrate special events. 

Henk van Duijnhoven and Michelle  Grace

7041 Jewels of Spain

Rioja Alta, Gran Reserva 904, 2004 This 2004, from a superb vintage shows a beautiful light red color with a brick 

rim and a superb nose redolent of balsamic woods, spices, leather, well-hung meat, incense and truffles. The light 

to medium-bodied palate shows fully resolved tannins, great acidity and pure, pungent flavors that linger in the 

mouth forever and that can only be Rioja. This is a wine to smell over and over again.  (RP 96); Dominio de Atauta 

Ribera del Duero, 2005 As a one of Spain's leading regions, Ribera del Duero is an icon of growth and 

innovation.  Ribera's diverse soil types give Ribera wines a distinctive depth and complexity.  (RP 92); Aalto 

Ribera del Duero, 2005 The 2005 Aalto, made from 100% Tinto Fino, is a deep purple color with an enticing nose 

of wood smoke, bacon, floral notes, spice box, and blackberry. This leads to a powerful, layered, intense wine 

already beginning to show complex flavors. Structured for 5-7 years of further evolution, this strong effort will be at 

its best from 2015 to 2030. (RP 95)

Chris Schroeder and Sandy Coburn

7042 The Freak

Marque's de Murrieta- Rioja Catillo ygay Gran Reserva Especial 2007.  Two bottles with aromas that show "an 

amazing freshness of flowers and herbs such as lavender, rosemary, and violet. Then it goes to raspberry, candy 

and currants. Black licorice too. Full-bodied, racy and linear."

Robin Kane and Melissa  Lavinson

7043 I Think We're Alone Now

Straight from the massive mall tour.  Wine SpectatorTop 100 of 2016, La Rioja Alta - Rioja 904 Gran Reserva 

2007 (2 bottles).  "Wonderful purity of fruit with a strawberry, currant and plum character. Full and velvety body 

with ultra-fine tannins and a delicious fresh and fruity finish. Classic Rioja style. Que lindo!"

Benjamin Sacks and Carolyn Arpin

7044 Paradise City

Duo from Napa Valley, California. Chateau Montelena Chardonnay 2014 Rich with orange blossom and peppery 

olive-oil notes, this warm and smoky chardonnay offers the creaminess and cinnamon spice of French oak aging. 

It's firm enough in structure to meld its buttered-toast notes into the citrus fruit. Cakebread Cellars Cabernet 

Sauvignon 2014 Dense, concentrated aromas of ripe boysenberry, blackberry, dark plum and cassis, with a hint of 

spice, preface intense, deeply concentrated, blackberry, blackcurrant and dark cherry flavors, culminating in a 

long finish shot through with a blackberry fruitiness.

Aliya  Husain and Chip Biggs
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7045 California Duo

Taplin Terra Nine Cabernet Sauvignon  The Terra 9 wine is named for ancestor John Lewelling's comments about 

the St. Helena soil:  9 parts rock to 1 part dirt!  Of course, that's just about perfect for ripening pure, intense, 

Cabernet Sauvignon like you'll find in the bottle here.  Aromas of blackcurrant, blackberry, crushed herb and spice 

lead to a focused palate of dark berries and plums dusted with cocoa, spice and herb.  The finish is firm enough to 

handle a ribeye, but supple enough to enjoy with lighter foods or even on its own. (2 btls)  Waugh Cabernet 

Sauvignon 2013 2013 Six Degrees is a dark, bold, seductively rich and age worthy Cabernet Sauvignon.  With 

powerful elegance and natural balance Six Degrees took extreme advantage of the growing conditions and we 

produced a masterpiece! (2 btls)

Bahram and Laily Zia

7046 Rattlesnake Ridge

Turley Rattlesnake Ridge Vineyard Petite Syrah 2012 (2 btls)

The 2012 Petite Syrah Rattlesnake Ridge is a powerful, inky, exotic effort that is super-dark and rich. (RP)  96

David Burton and Anne Chrun

7047 California Cab

Flora Springs Reserves Cabernet Sauvignon 1992 boasts a dark, opaque ruby/purple color, a big, smoky, black-

cherry, cassis, and chocolatey nose, full body, plenty of tannin, and a ripe, rich finish.   Aromatics are comprised of 

cinnamon clove spice, black currant and anise - While the mid palate exhibits jammy, fleshy overtones. While this 

is a big wine, the tannins are very soft and supple - Hints of tobacco, cedar and vanilla accompany the long rich 

finish.

Gail Rezendes and Jay Dell

7048 Three Chardonnay from Cally

A trio of delightful California Chardonnays - all highly rated and perfect for a long awaited reunion.

Damon Lewis and Crystala Sewell-Lewis

7049 Silver Ghost

Silver Ghost Cabernet Sauvignon 2014 (2 btls) Napa Valley Cabernet that offers both pedigree and value.   Wine 

Spectrum #1 of 2016 Complex, dark fruit aromas of black cherry, blueberry, and cassis burst from the glass along 

with toast, smoked herbs, and coffee. On the palate, this wine reveals phenomenal purity and opulent fruit with 

lush and well-integrated tannins supporting a rich texture and depth that continue through the long finish.

Michael McCaughan and Holly Mead

7050 Valley Girl

A trio of pinot noirs from Willamette Valley, Oregon.  The celebrated Pinot Noir of the Willamette Valley typically 

offers supple red fruit, especially cranberry, without the powerful punch often packed by its California counterparts. 

Elegance is paramount here, and fruit flavors are balanced by forest floor, wild mushroom, and dried herbs-much 

more in line with Burgundian examples of the variety.

Khareem and Liza Almo

7051 "Bless the Rains Down in Africa"

Three bottles from Rust en Vrede in Stellenbosch, South Africa Cabernet Sauvignon 2014, Merlot 2015 and 

Estate Red Blend 2013  Nestled on the slopes of the Helderberg Mountain in the Stellenbosch wine region lies this 

beautiful estate of 55 hectares. Known for consistently producing wines of high quality, Rust en Vrede is now 

considered to be one of the finest estates in South Africa when it comes to the making of truly great red wines.

Alaap Shah and Roshini Ghosh
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7052 Stellenbosch Sampler

Four bottles of red from various Stellenbosch, South Africa wineries.  South Africa's most famous wine-producing 

district, Stellenbosch, surrounds its historic town with the same name; fine winemaking here dates back to the late 

1600's. Its valleys of granite, sandstone and alluvial loam soils between the towering blue-grey mountains have 

the capacity to produce beautiful wines from many varieties.

James and Marissa Thein

7053 The Beautiful One

Just like the vibe and mood lighting during the best parts of Purple Rain.  Hentley Farm - The Beauty Shiraz 

Barossa Valley 2011.  Two bottles of this Australian beauty.  "Dark look to this wine, opaque, light purple around 

the rim." 

Benjamin Sacks and Carolyn Arpin

7054 Totally Gnarly, Dude!

Three bottles of Two Hands Wines Gnarly Dudes Shiraz 2015, Barossa Valley, Australia 

Named for the gnarly old vines that produce this beautiful wine, this is an exceptional value for Barossa Valley 

Shiraz. Aromas of spiced plums and cedary oak with pure, focused taste of lively black berries, black pepper and 

bitter chocolate. 92 pts Wine Spectator 

Benjamin Sacks and Carolyn Arpin

7055 Steff McKee

All the money in the world can't buy you Molly Ringwald, but it can buy you this.  Two bottles of Penfolds - Bin 389 

Cabernet Sauvignon-Shiraz South Australia 2014.  "One of the classic South Australian Reds.  This Bin 389 is a 

magnificent blend of Cabernet Sauvignon and Shiraz from the very best regions and vineyards available."

Benjamin Sacks and Carolyn Arpin

7056 Ramirez

You know he drank this stuff to warm up after teaching Connor MacLeod how to walk underwater.  Oban - Single 

Malt Scotch Distiller's Edition Highland.  The classic, aged for 14 years.

Brett O'Brien and Ellen Fern

7057 No Funnier than 12 Monkeys

Gin aficionados will attack you just like Brad Pitt if you treat this gin with anything but the utmost respect.  Don't 

you dare mix it with Fresca.  Monkey 47 - Schwarzwald Dry Gin. 

Dan and Laura Atchinson

7058 Found Treasure #1

One Four-Pack of The Alchemist Focal Banger, the beer with a cult following.  Beer Advocate gives it a 100 rating 

but it is only available for purchase in Vermont and only in very limited quantities per purchase.  So here is your 

chance to pick up a legend, and a scarce one at that.  These two four packs were carefully and personally 

transported from the Alchemist in Vermont so take this chance to get your hands on them without having to make 

the journey all the way there yourself.

Steve and Carrie VanRoekel

7059 Found Treasure #2

One Four-Pack of The Alchemist Focal Banger, the beer with a cult following.  Beer Advocate gives it a 100 rating 

but it is only available for purchase in Vermont and only in very limited quantities per purchase.  So here is your 

chance to pick up a legend, and a scarce one at that.  These two four packs were carefully and personally 

transported from the Alchemist in Vermont so take this chance to get your hands on them without having to make 

the journey all the way there yourself.

Steve and Carrie VanRoekel
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7060 Belgian Beauties

Brewing in Belgium dates back at least to the 12th century. The relatively low-alcohol beer of that time was 

preferred as a sanitary option to available drinking water. But now, you can drink it simply for your enjoyment. 

Explore this beer category through a well-selected assortment of bottles.  

Damon Lewis and Crystala Sewell-Lewis

7061 Local Brews

A selection of local brews. A case of DC finest local brew. Keep them on hand for a relaxing treat.

Greg Love and Jennifer Morris

7062 Learn How to Home Brew Beer

Learn how to brew beer at home. Maret parent, Topher Mathews, will help you pick out a style and show you how 

to brew the beer from your own kitchen. Several weeks later, he will deliver two full cases of your very own beer. 

Topher Mathews

7063 All Stars

A mixed case of highly-rated red and white wines

Mark Nelson and Dipa Mehta

7064 Red, Red Wine

A case of carefully selected, highly-rated red wine. 

Tilman Ehrbeck and Mohini Malhotra

7065 Big Hair Whites

A mixed case of delightful white wines. Perfect for an impromptu Pac-Man tournament. 

Greg Love and Jennifer Morris

7066 Mixtape

A mixed case of everyday wine. Worthy of serving to company, but at this price you won't mind opening a bottle 

for a weeknight dinner.

Kyle and Meg Poole

7067 Private Wine Class for 20

Treat your friends, family, and fellow wine lovers to a private wine tasting for up to 20 people in the classroom of 

our store. Total Wine & More will host an event that is certain to impress you and your guests. Taste eight of our 

premium, hand-selected wines and discover hidden treasures from the wine region of your choosing. Your guest 

will enjoy a tour of the land and learn about the famed appellations and grape varietals that make each region so 

unforgettable.  One of our wine experts will be on hand to present and discuss each delicious wine during your 

two hour tasting, which can be arranged as a seated class-style or more casual walk-around event. Total Wine & 

More will provide all necessary stemware and educational handouts for tasting notes. 

Total Wine & More

7068 Whiskey Tasting & BBQ-March 10

March 10, 2018 - Come and enjoy an evening sipping fine single malts at the home of Jeff Alpher and Haley 

Kaufman. Diageo House Whiskey Ambassador, Kelley Padgett, will guide you through all of the nuances. The 

selection of Whiskeys will keep your glass full all evening! There are only 20 spots available at $50 each, so be 

sure to sign up early.

Jeff Alpher and Haley Kaufman
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7069 Three Bottles of  2009 Fiefs La Granges St. Julien

Medium-bodied, fairly straightforward St-Julien that has short term appeal - plummy ripe fruit with a firm backbone 

of tannins. Blackberries, earth, cedar. Great with stir-fried beef and rice. Tasted in: Bordeaux, France. Maturity: 

Drink now. 88 pts.

Jim Halpert and Karen Kornbluh
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Back to the 80's

House & Garden

8000 Concrete Maret Garden Frog

Created in 2010 by long-time art teacher, Bob Fergerson, for the Maret Centennial Celebration year. This frog is 

solid concrete and will stand up to anything Mother Nature can throw at her. If you don't get this one tonight, be 

sure to check them out in the Maret school store anytime. Show your Fighting Frog pride and put this frog out for 

all your neighbors to see.

Maret School Store

8001 Pampered Pet Package

Pampered is right! Your furbaby is going to love this pet package.  It begins with a luxury pet bed good enough to 

lull the Queen's corgis to sleet. Next there is a basket full of dog treats, frog-style dog toys, and their own soft and 

cozy dog blanket. Your dog will love you in the morning if you take this home tonight!

Julian and Renata Craig,  Paul and Ximena '89 DeFilippes,  Cathy  McDonald,  The Heier Family

8002 ProGear 100S Exercise Bike/Indoor Training Cycle

Don't let rainy days or blistering sun keep you from your regular workout routine. With the ProGear 100S Exercise 

Bike/Indoor Training Cycle, you can get in a great cardiovascular workout, no matter the time or the weather. This 

bike is quiet enough to listen to music or watch your favorite show while you ride, yet powerful enough to 

challenge you. Use the Heart Pulse sensors and LCD screen with calorie, distance, and time readouts to keep you 

on track during your ride.

David Noll and Diane Robertson

8003 Versatile Exercise Mat for Playroom or Fitness Area

Easy to put together and take apart, the Balance From Puzzle Exercise Mat with Foam Interlocking Tiles, is ideal 

for the playroom, garage, or home fitness area. Measuring 24 square feet when put together - each interlocking 

tile is 24 square inches - the black mat is slip resistant, moisture resistant, and lightweight. 

Claudia Meer

8004 For Yoga Newbies or Old Hands

This seven-piece set includes everything you need to start a new yoga practice (or make

an old one more fun). Included are: yoga mat, exercise blocks, yoga strap, towels, and a 

carrying case. Namaste.

Lisa Wilson

8005 For Flying Yogis and Cirque du Soleil Wannabes

These F. Life Aerial Silks for Aerial Yoga or Acrobatics are banded together to use as a yoga swing or pilates 

hammock or to support acrobatic aerial performances. The 11 yards of nylon tricot fabric is the same as the two-

way stretch fabrics used by Cirque du Soleil. The fabric gives just enough so it feels comfortable for the body and 

skin. 

David and Margaret Johnson
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8006 Exercise on the Go or At Home With TRX

Got a tree branch or a door? Or a beam or rafter? Use the TRX Training Suspension Trainer Basic Kit  to work out 

at home or on the road. Including a door anchor and complete full body kit, TRX increases endurance, improves 

flexibility, builds muscle, and burns fat. And you can set it up in 60 seconds!

Bob Scher and Danielle Ewen

8007 Bull's Eye

Test and hone your aim with this Viper League Pro Dartboard, an official 18-inch tourney-sized board to use with 

both steel tip and soft darts. Steel tip darts are included with the set as is a cricket scoreboard, chalk, and eraser. 

The staple-free bullseye helps prevents bounce-outs.

Michael and Abby Nolan

8008 You May Just Want to Live in This Chair

Ergonomically designed with four speakers, back support, and a padded headrest, this XRocker Pro Audio 

Wireless Gaming Chair is the perfect choice for hardcore gamers. The rocker's upholstery grade vinyl wipes clean 

and stands up to the rigors of game play. And did we mention that it vibrates?

Josh and Diana Oboler

8009 Play Arcade Games in Comfort With This Roller Chair

With a thick cushion, the Arcade Stool Adjustable Roller Chair is perfect for cocktail or sitdown style arcade and 

video games. You can vary the height and the seat swivels 360 degress, while coasters make for a super smooth 

ride. 

Kyle  Chadwick and Cynthia Rice

8010 Air Hockey Table for Arcade Fun

Your rec room will be the favorite neighborhood hangout thanks to this ESPN Air Hockey Table that brings the 

arcade experience home. Eight feet long, the table has electronic scoring and four pucks and paddles for 

multiplayer fun!

Kamran Koochekzadeh and Neda Kalantar

8011 Retro "Arcade" Sign

This 66 Retro "Arcade" Sign has been silk screened on solid tin. The arrow shape with the word "Arcade" on it has 

an old time retro feel making it perfect for a basement, game room, family room or as a piece of statement 

memorabilia for any room. It measures 10" x  27" and has a hole at the top for hanging.

Brian Ellis and Jeanette Conrad-Ellis

8012 Nintendo Room Makeover Package

Makeover your bathroom with just a single touch! Start with this fun and decorative shower curtain. The unique 

design matches well with various color palettes of towels, rugs, bathroom mats and any other bathroom 

accessories.  And to compliment your new bathroom, this set includes a non-slip bath mat with a game controller 

motif. This awesome set also includes a 48" x 60" plush throw in the shape of a retro Nintendo game controller 

and a Nintendo throw pillow for relaxing while playing your favorite video games.

Bobby Holt,  Marilyn and Charles Potts,  Alexandra Todd

8014 Homage to Original Video Games

Lovers of video games will get a charge out of these Original Video Games Patent Art Prints (Set of Four Photos). 

Photos are unframed.

Alexandra Todd
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8015 Graffiti Art Rules!

It's bold. It's exciting. It's in your face. Graffiti art has been popular since the 60s and really took off in the 80s with 

the rise of the hip hop culture. "Graffiti World Street Art from Five Continents (Updated Edition)" a hip coffee table 

book, brings together more than 2,000 illustrations by 150 graffiti artists from the world over.

Paul and Ximena '89 DeFilippes

8016 Prince on Paper

Artist Craig Tinsky created this portrait of the late singer and 80s icon, Prince, by cutting hundreds of meticulously 

measured holes into a singer sheet of white paper. The resulting

image evokes a photo, though no ink or pigment has been used. Tinsky is one of the best 

known and most innovative paper-cut artists in the world and is a favorite of art enthusiasts.

Amanda Gant

8017 Homage to Nintendo Joystick

Lovers of Nintendo will get a charge out of this Framed Nintendo Joystick Patent Art poster that's a conversation 

piece for the game room or any room in the house. Printed on heavy stock matte paper, the high quality image is 

housed in a handsome wood frame.

Friend of Maret

8018 Homage to Nintendo Dr. Mario Video Game

Lovers of Nintendo will get a charge out of this Framed Nintendo Dr. Mario Video Game Patent Art Print that's 

liven up the den or basement. Printed on heavy stock matte paper, the high quality image is housed in a 

handsome black wood frame.

Friend of Maret

8019 Game Room LED Light Sign

Let everyone know where your game room is. This LED light sign is approximately W 12"x H 8.75" and is made of 

highest quality clear acrylic plastic and lighting.  With a metal chain for hanging up anywhere, you like.just plug it 

in, turn it on, and light up.

Friend of Maret

8020 Predict That Next Snowmageddon!

You won't have to be at the mercy of off-the-mark forecasters anymore. This Professional Weather Center, easy 

to set up in your own back yard, will provide a 12 to 24 hour forecast of weather conditions via a self-calibrating 

sensor. The LCD screen includes indoor/outdoor temperature and humidity, wind speed, direction, barometric 

pressure, moon phase, history, and rain. And programmable alarms will sound when weather conditions change.

The Braddock Family

8021 Welcome Spring With String Lights

Hang these charming string lights with floral hand-painted paper shades in your home or garden for a whiff of 

spring for your next party. Item includes two strings in boxes, each with ten lights.

Sareena and Nakul Jerath

8022 Gone Fishin'

Stash your catch, a picnic, or up to 26 cans in the YETI Tundraw 45 Cooler.  Premium insulation keeps everything 

cold so you can stay longer at the lake or beach. And the extra-thick walls can withstand up to 1,500 pounds of 

gnawing grizzly bear when padlocked. The cooler measures 251/2'x 16' x 151/2" and includes a dry goods basket.

Brian Glasser and Lena Thoren-Glasser
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8023 YETI Package

YETI tumblers are virtually indestructible and keep your drink as cold (or hot) as science allows. With stainless 

steel construction, double-wall vacuum insulation and "No Sweat Design" this set of two 20 oz. tumblers and a set 

of four 10 oz. lowball cups will be able to handle whatever your day throws at them.

Kyle  Chadwick and Cynthia Rice,  James and Randi Reid

8024 It's Cold Outside (But It's Cozy by the Firepit)

Gather around the glow of the Royal Fire Bowl Fire Pit on even the coldest days and nights with cups of cocoa 

and s'mores. Made of steel and accented with brass, the 30-inch fire bowl is a half sphere positioned on a 

matching pedestal. The package includes a 20" wood handled poker, a 29-inch mesh spark screen, and 17.5" 

wood grate.

Hugh and Caroline Kaplan

8025 "Daniel-My French Cuisine" Cookbook

DANIEL is a welcome addition to the art of French cooking. Included in the cookbook are diverse and informative 

essays on such essential subjects as bread and cheese (bien sûr), and, by Bill Buford, a thorough and humorous 

look at the preparation of 10 iconic French dishes, from Pot au Feu Royale to Duck a la Presse.. With more than 

120 gorgeous photographs capturing the essence of Boulud's cuisine and the spirit of restaurant Daniel, as well as 

a glimpse into Boulud's home kitchen, DANIEL is a must-have for sophisticated foodies everywhere. This edition 

is also signed by the author.

Laine Shakerdge

8026 Redo a Room or Maybe Even Your Whole House

Wendy Danziger of Danziger Design in Bethesda with get those creative ideas flowing with two hours of interior 

design consultation valued at $400. Danziger Design received Bethesda Magazine's 2017 Award for Best of 

Bethesda. Location limited to 30-mile readius of Bethesda, Md.

Danzinger Design

8027 Cock-a-Doodle-Doo!

This vintage painted metal rooster - with just the right amount of antique rust and specks of blue - is just the thing 

for the garden, a porch or any room that has a folksy rustic vibe.

Lisa Vandenburgh

8028 Far Eastern Accents for Any Room

These lovely blue-and-white Asian lidded jars will add a touch of the Far East to any room.

With an unusual square shape and depicting stylized images of nature, they are the perfect accent for a 

bookshelf, mantel, end table, hall console, or bureau.

Lisa Vandenburgh

8029 Perfect for Posies

This glossy emerald green wooden bottle vase is just the thing to stick a few Black-Eyed-Susans in or a couple of 

vivid purple crocuses. It's also fabulous on its own as an accent piece. Brights are very au courant after all.

Lisa Vandenburgh

8030 Vintage Asian Table with Floral Designs

Pale pink flowers against a black backdrop give this vintage Asian table a graceful feel. The rounded "drum" style 

makes it versatile and easy to move wherever a resting place for a cup of tea, a book, or a plate of cookies is 

needed.

Lisa Vandenburgh
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8031 Wooden Table Lamp with a Rustic Feel

This moss green painted wooden table lamp can go classic or contemporary. The simple curved lines give it a 

rustic vintagey feel perfect for the family room or sun room. All you need to add is a lampshade!

Lisa Vandenburgh

8032 An Unboring Doormat

Who says doormats have to be dull? This floral rug in tans, beiges, and blues makes for a 

lovely welcome at any entryway. Or use in in a small powder room or any other pocket-sized 

space to add some grace and style.

Lisa Vandenburgh

8033 Snuggle Up in the Library

Curl up with a book and wrap yourself in this fleece throw blanket done in shades of red and orange. The book 

motif makes it perfect for the library, but it'll be a welcome addition to any room with a good reading lamp.

Lisa Vandenburgh

8034 Pink is the New Black

You'll be right on trend with this oversized down pillow covered in millenial pink sari fabric with delicate 

embroidery.  Add an exotic note to the bedroom or living room with this find that is sure to be a conversation piece.

Lisa Vandenburgh

8035 Is It a Lamp or a Vine?

This vintage painted metal floor lamp has the look of lillies growing on a vine. Done in shades of green and pink, 

the lamp is perfect for a sunroom or bedroom or any room where you want to make a statement.

Lisa Vandenburgh

8036 Perfect for the Summer House or Sun Room

This woven wicker lamp with a tan linen shade evokes lazy summer days. It's perfect for a beach or country 

house, a sun room or screened in porch.

Lisa Vandenburgh

8037 Versatile Table is a Statement Piece

Add pizzazz to the front hall, living room, library, bedroom, libary or bath with this elegant white painted table with 

bowed legs and a decorative finial.

Lisa Vandenburgh

8038 Let There Be Light!

Give an artsy-craftsy look to any room with this pair of matched ceramic lamps. Off white shades agains a mottled 

pattern in brown earth tones and the ginger jar shape will work with decor both traditional and modern.

Lisa Vandenburgh

8039 Vintage Porcelain Table Lamp With Gold Accents

Channel a Far Eastern vibe with this vintage porcelain table lamp with hand painted gold accents and a 20"x 17" 

shade. This gorgeous piece is equally at home with both classic and contemporary decor and neutral tones make 

it work with any color scheme.

Sareena and Nakul Jerath
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8040 Just Right for the Nursery or the Playroom

With a rainbow striped shade and yellow base, this charming lamp is just the thing for the 

nursery or the playroom. But it also works in other settings where a touch of whimsy is called for,  such as family 

room or a boudoir. Lamp is 12"x30".

Sareena and Nakul Jerath

8041 Put Up Your Feet and Rest Awhile

This pair of vintage carved wood footstools will beckon at the end of the day. Measuring 9"x8"x15", they are 

upholstered with striped peach/beige silk fabric making them a lovely

conversation piece and decor accent as well.

Sareena and Nakul Jerath

8042 A Tisket A Tasket

Perfect for gathering strawberries, fresh cut flowers, or fall leaves, this antique Chinese willow basket also does 

duty indoors as a catchall for just about everything (books, newspapers, mail).

It measures 11.5"x11.5"x20.5" and has a woven willow body with a wooden handle.

Sareena and Nakul Jerath

8043 Get Ready for Spring!

Inspire that green thumb with this pair of Asian handpainted wooden planters with bamboo-style details. Planters 

are 14"x14"x16" and originally from Gump's, the luxury American home furnishings and décor retailer in San 

Francisco.

Sareena and Nakul Jerath

8044 Mahogany Side Tables For Any Room

Topped with marble and crafted from gleaming dark mahogany wood, these matching side tables will elevate any 

room in the house. Put them on either end of a sofa as a place to

park cocktails, books, and reading glasses. Or use them to anchor a pair of lamps. Tables measure 14"x14"x30".

Sareena and Nakul Jerath

8045 Whimsical Photo Frame + Coasters

Put your favorite memories on display with this intricate, handpainted glass photo frame. Arrange the four 

matching coasters around it and you have a lovely floral conversation piece. Frame holds a 4x6 photo.

Marilyn and Charles Potts

8046 A Timely Tome

Published in 2015, "Equal Means Equal" Why the Time for an Equal Rights Amendment is Now" has special 

resonance in the current climate. Author Jessica Neuwirth covers topics ranging from pay equity and pregnancy 

discrimination to violence against women, Equal Means Equal makes it abundantly clear that an ERA will improve 

the lives of real women living in America. This copy is signed by the author and Gloria Steinem.

Laura Neuwirth

8047 Set the Mood

Exotic and evocative, lanterns conjure up images of romance and a simpler time. This 16 inch high matched pair, 

from Creme de la Creme, will work equally well on a patio, flanking a front door, lining an entryway, gracing a 

fireplace mantel, or as an accent in any room of the house.

Jim and Mai Abdo
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8048 All Aglow

There's nothing like the flicker of candles to set the mood for a dinner party, romantic tete a tete, or high style 

bash. These six candles - three of them scented - will create the ambience you're after for any kind of event.

Eser Ozdeger

8049 Arbor Green Landscapes - Design Service

Maret parent, and owner of By Arbor Green Landscapes, Renee Schilhab Bullock will provide five hours of expert 

residential landscape design for your front or back yard. The consultation includes: a site visit, walk-through with 

owner, and five hours of drafting to create a landscape design. Not available from March 15 to May 15, 2018.

Renee Schilhab Bullock, Arbor Green Landscapes

8050 Kettlebell Weights Set & Exercise Cards

Get a complete workout from the comfort of your own home. This set of 3 kettlebells comes in 3 different weights - 

5, 10, and 15 pounds - which allows you to perform a wide range of exercises for a full-body workout. It's 

constructed of heavy-duty HDPE and cement, includes a base rack, and features a wide and comfortable grip 

ideal for the maneuverings of kettlebell exercises. And you can learn all the best kettle bell exercises with the 

kettlebell exercise cards that will help you build muscle.

Robert  Linehan and Claudia Meer

8051 Kitchen Aid Artisan Stand Mixer - You Pick the Color!

A brand new Kitchen Aid Artisan stand mixer in your choice of color! Over 40 colors available to suit your style. 

The iconic Kitchen Aid stand mixer will be the culinary center of your kitchen.

Peter Lund '00, Kitchen Aid

8052 Baby Acapulco Chair

The Baby Acapulco Chair is suitable for indoors and out. Composed of a metal base and seat woven with vinyl 

cord. The Baby is surprisingly comfortable without a cushion for adults and children. This miniature version of the 

famous Acapulco Chair is great for the backyard, for trips to the park or to stylishly outfit smaller rooms. The 

galvanized steel resists rust and the very durable yet flexible, UV protected vinyl will stay colorfast for years. It's 

weatherproof, breathable, easy to clean, and available in everybody's favorite color.

David Noll and Diane Robertson

8053 126-Can Beverage Cooler

This freestanding unit is both durable and attractive, featuring a black and stainless steel finish that is sure to 

enhance any decor. For your home bar, man cave, office break room or dorm, this beverage cooler is the answer 

to all your refreshment needs.

Bruce and Lisa Brown
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Back to the 80's

Class Projects

9000 "Midnight Garden" - Kindie Oaks

The Kindie Oaks are blooming! This beautiful collage, created under the supervision of Ms. Maggie Michael, was 

inspired by nature and nighttime. Each Oak contributed a drawing of flowers to create a beautiful piece that will 

blossom wherever you plant it in your home. Take this special project home tonight to remember your little Oaks' 

time in the Kindie cottage.

Kindie Oaks

9001 "Midnight Garden" - Kindie Maples

Let your spirits bloom with this collaborative project, created under the supervision of Ms. Maggie Michael. 

Inspired by nature and nighttime, each Maple contributed a drawing of flowers to create a beautiful collage that will 

blossom wherever you plant it in your home. Take this special project home tonight to remember your little Maples' 

time in the Kindie cottage.

Kindie Maples

9002 Tile Table - First Grade (S)

Created by the students in Ms. Sudheendran's class, this beautiful tile-top end table is a perfect way to remember 

your child's time in First Grade. Each student painted a design on a glazed ceramic tile, inspired by Alma Thomas, 

Piet Mondrian and Yayoi Kusama. These were then incorporated into this Modernist mast

First Grade Class - Sudheendran

9003 Tile Table: First Grade (T-C)

Created by the students in Ms. Tomasi-Carr's class, this beautiful tile-top end table is a perfect way to remember 

your child's time in First Grade. Each student painted a design on a glazed ceramic tile, inspired by Alma Thomas, 

Piet Mondrian and Yayoi Kusama. These were then incorporated into this Modernist mast

First Grade Class - Tomasi-Carr

9004 "Pattern & Contrast" - Second Grade

Second graders looked at the collage work of Henri Matisse to form their mini collage. They learned of the artist's 

use of biomorphic shapes - or in other words, shapes that remind us of nature. Their focus for this piece was to 

repeatedly cut biomorphic shapes to create a pattern using contrasting colors. We then came up with a way to 

combine collages that reflected a visually satisfying balance of color and shape. Approximately 27"x32" in size.

Second Grade Class

9005 "Community" - Third Grade

Third graders have been learning a lot about portraiture and facial proportions this semester. This piece is a 

collection of portraits that expresses their skill in accurately drafting a self portrait as well as a sense of community 

as a group of unique and diverse individuals. Approximately 22"x28" in size.

Third Grade Class

Class Projects



9006 "Unity & Variety" - Fourth Grade

Inspired by the geometric patterns of a classic quilt of many names: Wanderer of the Wilderness, Rob Peter to 

Pay Paul, and the Mill Wheel to name a few, 4th graders learned how textile design can display visual themes of 

variety and unity. They each created their own radially symmetrical designs that were split into quarters, 

rearranged and joined with the work of their classmates resulting in a collection of concave and convex curves 

making a bold and colorful statement of collaboration.  Approximately 22"x28" in size.

Fourth Grade Class

Class Projects


